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Abstract

The micro-Pulsed Plasma Thruster (microPPT) is a device capable o f supplying 

discrete impulses for propulsive maneuvering o f small satellites. These devices suffer 

from low propellant utilization related to late-time propellant ablation, causing a drop in 

specific impulse and thruster efficiency. The exhaust o f these thrusters can also 

contaminate critical spacecraft surfaces. Current theories by Keidar and Boyd indicate 

that the defining parameter for propellant ablation is the surface temperature o f the solid 

Teflon™ propellant. All downstream plasma and neutral properties are dependent on this 

parameter. In this work, the microPPT is investigated to experimentally characterize both 

the ablation physics and plume characteristics. Infrared photovoltaic detectors using a p- 

n junction are used to measure the surface temperature o f the Teflon propellant in real 

time. The detector material is Mercury Cadmium Telluride (HgCdTe), chosen because 

the maximum detector response occurs in wavelengths where a Carbon-Fluorine 

stretching mode in the solid propellant emits strongly in the infrared. This paper outlines 

the design, calibration and construction of the infrared thermographic diagnostic. A 

theoretical treatment o f the expected detector output is proposed and validated allowing 

an estimate o f the wavelength dependent emissivity of Teflon in the IR. This diagnostic 

is applied to an operating microPPT and real-time surface temperature measurements are 

made after the current pulse ends. This allows analysis o f the expected vapor pressure 

and therefore performance parameters such as thrust, mass loss, and exhaust velocity 

associated with late-time vaporization. The microPPT plume is characterized using two- 

color interferometry to simultaneously measure electron and neutral densities during the 

discharge. As the microPPT operates, the solid propellant recesses into the outer 

electrode tube, possibly changing thruster performance. Recession shape and depths are 

measured and electron density measurements as a function o f recession depth are made. 

These data are eompared with numerieal m odeling predictions from the Keidar-Boyd 

model, which has developed in a parallel effort to create a theoretical tool for predicting 

spacecraft contamination issues. Predictions from this model compare favorably with the 

reported data.
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Preface
The experiments described in this work are part o f an ongoing effort at the 

University o f Illinois which began in 1997 with work on a modified Herriott Cell 

designed to increase the resolution o f laser interferometry for measuring exhaust densities 

in Pulsed Plasma Thrusters. The Electric Propulsion Laboratory o f the Air Force 

Research Laboratory at Edwards Air Force Base funded this research, and a parallel 

numerical modeling effort at the University o f Michigan in order to develop an 

understanding o f spacecraft contamination effects due to the operation o f these thrusters. 

To date the experimental work has contributed to four refereed journal articles, eight 

conference papers at international conferences and one Master o f Science Thesis. These 

works are referenced throughout this paper and have been presented at the 

ALAA/ASME/SAE/ASEF Joint Propulsion Conference, the AIAA Plasmadynamics and 

Lasers Conference, the International Electric Propulsion Conference, the APS Division of 

Plasma Physics, and the High Temperature Plasma Diagnostics Conference.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Electric Propulsion and Pulsed Plasma Thrusters

Electric propulsion (EP) differs from chemical rocket propulsion in several areas. 

Where chemical rockets require the energy from the combustion of high energy, often 

toxic materials, EP requires only electrical power to accelerate its propellant. This has 

several distinct advantages over the more common chemical rockets. Electric systems 

operate at significantly higher specific impulses (fr p ) than chemical systems, often limited 

only by the available power. (Specific Impulse is the total impulse a rocket generates per 

unit o f propellant weight. The higher the specific impulse, the less propellant a rocket 

uses to generate a certain total impulse.) In terms o f launch systems for large satellites, 

this can mean a downgrade to a smaller launch vehicle or much larger on-orbit payload 

mass fraction. Since these rockets do not operate on the stored energy in the propellant, 

inert substances can be used for fuel. Reduction o f costs from handling o f toxic materials 

such as hydrazine (a common liquid rocket fuel) is also an incentive for electric 

propulsion.

Electric thrusters are generally classified by 3 types o f acceleration mechanisms.' 

Electrothermal rockets such as arcjets and resistojets use ohmic heating from the arc to 

heat the propellant and then gasdynamically expand it through a nozzle. These rockets 

are closest in principle to conventional rockets and typically operate at the lowest Ep 

levels. Electrostatic devices include ion engines and Hall effect thrusters and operate by 

applying an electric field to accelerate highly ionized plasmas. Finally, electromagnetic 

thrusters such as magnetoplasmadynamic rockets (MPDs) use magnetic fields to 

accelerate a plasma by means o f a jxB force.

Many electric thrusters have been flight-qualified and used on-orbit. Pulsed 

Plasma Thrusters (PPTs) were the first electric propulsion device flown and have since 

seen o perational u se o n several satellites.^ Arcjets were the first used in a commercial 

capacity and have flown at power levels up to 30 kW.^ Ion engines provide North-South 

(N-S) stationkeeping for commercial telecommunications satellites and reeently flew on 

the Deep Spaee 1 mission.^ Hall effect thrusters developed in Russia are seeing a
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substantial commercial push in the U.S.^ Widespread use o f electrie rockets shows 

increasing acceptance o f this field, but significant research remains in the areas of 

theoretieal modeling, increasing performance, and understanding spacecraft interactions. 

This research focuses on Pulsed Plasma Thrusters.

A pulsed plasma thruster (PPT) is a pulsed electric rocket that provides short 

bursts o f thrust by discharging a capacitor-driven arc over a solid surface. The surface 

then ablates to provide both current carriers for the arc and propellant for the rocket. The 

standard design for the PPT is a bar o f Teflon held between two rectangular electrodes 

with an ignitor plug mounted in the cathode shown in Figure 1.1. In general, PPTs can be 

broken down into rectangular and coaxial geometries with either breech-fed or side-fed 

fuel bars. Their attraction as a propulsion option on small satellites is their design 

simplicity and use o f solid, non-toxic propellant.

The history o f PPTs shows significant research and several demonstration flights 

dating back to 1964 when the Soviet Union launched the Zond-2 spacecraft towards 

Mars. The PPTs o n  th is spacecraft w ere the first electric propulsion thrusters flown.^ 

After the Zond-2 flight, several flight applications occurred in the US including the 

Lincoln Experimental Satellite 6 (LES-6) which set the stage for reetangular PPT usage 

in future decades. The LES-6  thrusters provided attitude control for 10 years on orbit. 

More research led to the development o f the LES 8/9 thrusters that were flight qualified, 

but never flew due to circuitry problems.'’ PPTs have also been flight demonstrated on the 

Synchronous Meteorological Satellite (SRS) in 1974,^ the three spacecraft TIP/NOVA 

series in 1981,^ and the Earth Observer 1 (EO-1) satellite in 2000. A significant amount 

of research was done on these thrusters, and many diagnostics were performed to 

understand the basic physics o f the thruster operation.^'^^

The most recent addition to the PPT family o f thrusters is the microPPT. This is a 

coaxial, three-electrode PPT invented^^'^^ at the Air Force Research Laboratory. It retains 

many o f  the features o f  standard PPTs, but because o f  cireuitry changes the micro-PPT 

demonstrates significant savings in system mass. Studies indicate that the micro-PPT can 

provide full ACS at 1/5'*’ the dry mass of conventional torque rods and reaction wheels 

for a 150 kg class spacecraft.^^
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1.2 Motivation for Studies

This research is geared towards improving the understanding o f Teflon'^'^ ablation 

physics within these thrusters. In recent years research has focused o n  improving the 

efficiency of these thrusters, but little progress has been made. In fact, over the past 30 

years research has failed to produce significant improvements in the overall performance 

o f PPTs. Part o f this is due to an incomplete understanding of the physical processes at 

work in these thrusters. There is still very little understanding of key areas such as the 

ablation process, transition from solid to plasma, and chemical description o f the exhaust. 

Typical efficiencies o f PPTs remain below 10%.^ A critical source o f this inefficiency is 

the poor use o f propellant in the device. In 1971, Vondra et al. reported estimates from 

Faraday cup measurements in the plume o f the LES 8/9 thruster showing a 10% 

ionization fraction.^' Discrepancies between the mass-average velocity and measured 

velocities o f ions and neutrals suggested there was a significant portion o f the total 

propellant being consumed but not used for thrust. As little as 10% o f the propellant may 

be used to create thrust, the remaining 90% being wasted in the form o f small ionization 

fraction during the current pulse and late time vaporization after the pulse.

In order to improve this efficiency and harness the full potential o f these thrusters, 

it is necessary to gain a more complete understanding o f the physics behind their 

operation and propellant consumption. One of the key unknowns is the ablation process 

involved in this type o f thruster. This process governs both the microscopic details o f 

plasma development as well as macroscopic thruster operation in terms of propellant 

efficiencies, specific impulse, impulse bit, and even spacecraft contamination. The 

governing parameter for ablation is the surface temperature o f the propellant. The 

process o f  heat transfer between the arc and the Teflon, along with the cooling o f the 

propellant after the pulse, control the total mass ejaculated per pulse.

Initial experimental inquiries into propellant temperature focused on the effects o f 

steady state thruster operation since techniques were not available to examine surface 

temperature on a real-time scale. Kamhawi and Turchi used thermocouples to measure 

the temperature o f the entire thruster including electrodes and Teflon propellant.'^ Their 

results showed that the propellant temperature rose to a steady state value determined by 

the radiation characteristics o f the thruster body. Additionally, the propellant surface
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temperature near the anode was significantly warmer than near the cathode. It is 

significant to note that they were unable to measure temperature during thruster firings 

because o f adverse affects the arc was having on the thermocouple operation.

Their research was furthered by an investigation into propellant temperature 

effects b y  Spanjers et a I Spanjers buried thermocouples in  the Teflon o f XPPT-1 at 

varying distances from the fuel face. The results correlated increases in propellant 

temperature with an increase in total propellant consumption, which indicated a decrease 

in thruster Igp and efficiency. The temperature increases showed no effect on thrust, 

indicating that propellant surface temperature was the governing factor in the late-time 

vaporization losses. Spanjers hypothesized that active cooling o f the propellant would 

result in increased specific impulse and thruster efficiencies. As a follow-up on that 

research, steady-state temperatures over sustained operation o f the microPPT have been 

measured on the outer electrode. In their research, within the first 4 hours o f steady-state 

operation, the temperature near the exit-plane o f the microPPT rose from 22 °C to 65 

°C.’"

Unfortunately, assessment o f thruster and propellant temperatures during steady 

state operation has significant limitations when used for analysis on a shot-to-shot basis. 

PPTs and microPPTs experience starting transients and modified behavior as operation 

normalizes. During repetitive pulsing, it can take -1000 pulses for a steady state 

temperature to be achieved. During this time mass lost per pulse varies in amount for 

both propellant and electrode material. For the microPPT, there is increasing evidence 

that the performance changes as a result o f sustained operation due to propellant 

recession into the outer electrode tube.

Experimental work has also contributed to the development o f numerical thruster 

modeling. While there are a number of modeling approaches that match thruster 

operating trends, a highly detailed description is required to allow prediction of 

contamination effects and description of the plasma generation process. Because o f the 

effects mentioned above, time-averaged measurements cannot give the level o f detail 

required to validate models that predict the physics on the basis o f individual pulses. For 

this reason, the Keidar-Boyd models are considered.
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In recent years, accruing experimental evidence has enabled the development of 

numerical models capable o f predicting the behavior o f PPTs and microPPTs on a single 

pulse basis. Several o f these attempts^^’̂ * have focused on end-to-end (plasma generation
Q "irt "It

to plume far-field) model development for both electrothermal ’ and electromagnetic 

PPTs. A consistent indication from the modeling effort is that plume properties depend 

very heavily on the upstream conditions including the ablation characteristics such as 

propellant surface temperature. In fact, one model by Keidar and Boyd has predicted the 

trends that may explain the temperature effects observed by Spanjers.^^ The development 

o f these models along with their validation indicates that the physical understanding of 

thruster operation is approaching a point where we are able to predict both micro- and 

macroscopic properties o f the plume and ablation. This has ramifications for 

understanding and improving both thruster performance and spacecraft contamination 

issues. Throughout this paper, the experimental data are compared with predictions from 

the Keidar-Boyd Model.

Early microPPT models by Keidar and Boyd were first validated by experiments 

in interferometry when the predicted electron densities during the pulse matched well 

with measurements.^^ Figure 1.2 shows this comparison. At the same time, analysis o f a 

failure mode known as ‘charring’ was being investigated and modeled. These same 

models were applied to the charring problem and indicated possible causes including low 

surface temperature in the charred regions that led to decreased ablation, and carbon ion 

backflux from the arc. Figure 1.3 shows good correlation between a prediction o f a zone 

o f low ablation rate and char location on a microPPT.^^ These early validations indicated 

two important principles: first, the Keidar-Boyd models held promise for use as a tool for 

describing the physics o f PPT operation and spacecraft interaction. Second, surface 

temperature is the key parameter required to describe the ablation process and validate 

the models.

The next experimental step used two-color interferometry to resolve both neutral 

and electron densities during the pulse. Early measurements o f neutral density had large 

uncertainties that only showed the trend of the measurement, but the predictions from the 

first model were clearly inaccurate. Figure 1.4 shows this comparison.'^ This lack o f  

agreement was due to the inclusion of assumptions o f local thermodynamic equilibrium
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and Saha equilibrium within the transition from solid to plasma. The model was then 

updated to include non-equilibrium physics in the transition regions. The initial two- 

color measurements had a large uncertainty and new measurements are required to 

validate the model updates.

Analysis o f the plume during the pulse only addresses half o f the problem. Past 

interferometry measurements on standard PPTs have shown neutral vapor presence after 

the pulse. In addition to the late-time neutral vapors measured, there is a loss of 

propellant due to particulate ejection. This has been witnessed in a number of 

experiments and is likely a significant contributor to total late-time mass loss. Figure 1.6 

shows false-color pictures o f both the neutral vapor and particulate ejection portions o f 

the discharge.^^

To investigate the neutral vapor generation, a Herriott Cell was added to an 

interferometer to increase resolution o f the instrument by 18X.'^’’  ̂ It produced 

measurements o f neutral density out to 200 ps after the pulse on the co-axial PPT-4.'^’̂*’ 

Figure 1.5 shows this neutral density measurement along with vibrational uncertainty for 

the i nstrument a s a function o f time. Late-time measurements for PPT-4 are different 

than standard PPTs and microPPTs because they include a timeframe required for 

transportation o f the neutral vapor from the thruster chamber to the exit plane where the 

laser beams are located. Therefore similar measurements on other thrusters would expect 

to see a neutral density peak earlier. However, the PPT-4 measurements illustrate a need 

to investigate the late time neutral vapor generation that does not contribute to thruster 

performance. When the Herriott Cell was applied to the microPPT, an increase in 

resolution o f 13X was attained, but this was not enough to resolve neutral density after 

the pulse o f such a small discharge. Figure 1.7 shows that the interferometry 

measurements taken after the microPPT pulse fail to resolve a neutral density signal.’^

With the failure o f interferometry to provide an avenue for studying late-time 

ablation and an understanding that surface temperature is the key parameter in this 

problem, we propose a new approach: Measure the surface temperature o f the Teflon 

propellant in real-time. Research in the fracture dynamics community relies heavily on 

infrared photovoltaic detectors to characterize temperature rise near the tips o f fast- 

propagating cracks in solid m a t e r i a l s . T h e  time-ffame under observation for these
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experiments is similar to timeframes during which a microPPT discharge is observed. It 

is a claim o f this paper that real-time propellant surface temperature measurements can be 

accomplished using the same techniques. The relationship between surface temperature 

and Teflon vapor pressure is well known at high temperatures (Figure 1.8). Through this 

relationship, surface temperature governs ablation rate in these thrusters and becomes 

critical in calculation o f total mass loss, available charge carriers, and late-time ablation. 

These extend the influence o f Tg to plasma resistivity, ionization fraction, current density, 

and the feedback process o f ablation from arc radiation and particle convection. Surface 

temperature is the defining parameter for thruster operation and analysis, which until now 

has been un-measurable in real-time for these thrusters.

The Keidar-Boyd models currently in development^^'^^ calculate plasma 

generation and plume far-field development for the purpose o f predicting thruster 

performance and the effects o f pulsed ablative thruster operation o n h ardware s uch a s 

solar panels and electrical and optical equipment common to earth-orbiting satellites. 

These models develop through a symbiotic relationship with experiments performed on 

these thrusters. Therefore the experiments described here have proven critical to the 

development o f a theoretical understanding of the ablation process and thruster operation 

in general.

1.3 Summary of Present Experiments

Several experiments are presented here to increase understanding o f the ablation 

process and operation o f microPPTs. The proposed experiments fill gaps in knowledge 

that are currently outstanding in microPPT operation and theory. These data are also 

encouraging for the validation o f the Keidar-Boyd Model. Development and validation 

o f current ablation and plume models hinges on experiments performed on a thruster 

where the propellant has not recessed into the outer electrode tube. For a full 

experimental description, the thruster must be investigated in all expected operating 

conditions. For the microPPT, this includes a description o f propellant recession into the 

tube and plume properties that account for exhaust flow through the tube. With these in 

mind, the following experiments are performed.
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The bulk o f this research concerns development and u se o f  a r eal-time s urface 

temperature measurement diagnostic using infrared detectors. This paper 

describes the design, calibration, and operation o f a Mercury Cadmuim Telluride 

photovoltaic detector for measuring the surface temperature o f Teflon propellant 

used in the microPPT. The results o f this diagnostic are used to critically evaluate 

the validity of theoretical predictions of surface temperature and it’s effects.

Two-color interferometry is used to measure electron and neutral densities during 

the pulse to evaluate the validity o f the non-equilibrium physics that have been 

recently introduced to the Keidar-Boyd models. This is also used to calculate the 

ionization fraction during the microPPT pulse.

High-speed pictures are taken during the microPPT pulse to locate anode spots 

and evaluate current distribution in the microPPT discharge.

Measurements o f recession coning p attems are m ade for comparison w ith 1 ong 

time-frame predictions o f propellant ablation by the Keidar-Boyd model.

Single-color interferometry measures the electron densities while the propellant is 

recessing to investigate the predictive ability o f the models when propellant 

recession occurs.

Using these experiments we provide an experimental description o f microPPT 

operation that is used to help refine theoretical description o f the processes involved. The 

development o f infrared detectors for the surface temperature measurements attained here 

provides a new direction for photovoltaic technology use and a new tool for analysis of 

ablation problems and plasma-wall interactions.

1.4 Summary of Critical Findings

This section presents a list of the critical findings presented in this dissertation. 

Three areas o f research have been impacted by the experiments performed here. The first
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is the field o f infrared thermography. The development effort here is the first attempt to 

use infrared thermography to investigate plasma-wall interactions, and to the best o f our 

knowledge the first attempt to characterize the infrared emission o f heated Teflon. 

Advancements in the field o f Infrared Thermography include:

• A new calibration procedure was created for materials with wavelength dependent 

emissivity and high transmissive character. This allows application o f emissive 

temperature measurements to materials that until now have been difficult to 

characterize.

• Using data from i nfrared s pectroscopy a nd i nfrared t hermography, a m ethod o f  

estimating the wavelength-dependent emissivity has been developed.

• These experiments are the first application o f high-speed thermography to 

discharge physics for analyzing plasma-wall interactions o f which we are aware.

• The first microsecond time-scale measurements o f propellant surface temperature 

on an operating microPPT are presented here. Although data during the pulse of 

the microPPT is not resolved due to plasma interference, the cooling curve o f the 

propellant is characterized immediately after the pulse.

• Measurement o f the surface temperature in real-time demonstrates that it is 

possible to perform time-dependent mass flow measurements from hot Teflon.

The second field that has been advanced since the Antonsen Master o f Science

(MS) thesis'^ is interferometry and characterization o f microPPT plumes. The MS thesis 

describes development o f the Herriott Cell for an interferometer to increase system 

resolution and a first attempt to use two-color interferometry in a standard PPT plume. 

The advancements made since that point include:

• Two-color interferometry applied to the microPPT to measure electron and 

neutral densities simultaneously during the pulse.

• The Herriott Cell was applied to a microPPT in  an  attempt to  measure neutral 

densities after the pulse. This attempt was unsuccessful, but demonstrated the 

need for a new approach to the late-time ablation problem.

• Recession operation is investigated t hrough m easuring p lume e lectron d ensities 

while the Teflon was recessed. This allows measurements o f polarity effects on 

the electron density.
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The data presented here has also provided the Keidar-Boyd numerieal model with 

a high level o f feedbaek and validation throughout its development. In that respect, this 

research is one o f the key legs o f Keidar’s theories. The theory is currently a repository 

o f knowledge for describing the physics o f Teflon ablation, plasma generation, and plume 

far-field b ehavior. A Ithough t he c urrent m odel g eometrically d escribes t he m icroPPT, 

the physics involved are applicable to any Teflon ionization problem. Advancements to 

the Keidar-Boyd model enabled by this research include the following:

• Keidar’s original theory was partially validated by electron density alone. 

However, two-color interferometry highlighted a shortfall in the ability o f his 

theory to describe thruster operation. This is perhaps the most significant 

example o f experiment helping to shape theory presented in this paper.

• Measurements o f coning profiles from operating thrusters provide a validation of 

Keidar’s predictions o f recession ablation and current densities around the central 

electrode.

• High-speed, intensified images o f the microPPT face during thruster firings 

provide evidence o f anode spotting. Keidar has been able to calculate when 

spotting should occur and has initiated a new phase in his theory addressing arc 

constriction.

• Comparison of predicted propellant recessed electron densities with 

measurements directed theoretical development to include electrostatic ion 

reflection from the outer electrode while acting as the anode.

• Predictions o f surface temperature near and far from a current constriction give an 

expected range o f temperatures for propellant cooling after the pulse considering 

ablation as the main heat loss mechanism. This prediction shows good agreement 

with the cooling curves measured through infrared thermography. This lends 

credence to both the experiment and theory. The differences between experiment 

and prediction suggest the inclusion o f radiation losses and thermal conduction 

would improve the level o f agreement.
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1.5 Contents of Dissertation

This dissertation is divided into sections discussing Apparatus and Approach, 

Theory, Experimental Results, Discussion, and Conclusions. Section 2 describes the 

facilities u sed for the experiments. The construction, calibration, and operation o f the 

infrared diagnostic are detailed here. A brief summary o f the interferometer is provided 

with references for more in-depth description o f that experiment. Other sensors and 

diagnostics are detailed for complete evaluation o f the experimental processes used. 

Finally, the data acquisition system is described for the IR and interferometry 

experiments.

Section 3 on theory discusses the theory and calculations behind the infrared 

temperature diagnostic development and thermal analyses o f Teflon. Impact o f plasma 

and neutral vapors on the diagnostic is discussed here. This section also discusses several 

models being considered for description o f the ablation process, propellant cooling after 

the pulse, and thruster performance as a function of surface temperature. These models 

are evaluated in light o f experimental results in the following sections.

Section 4 shows experimental results. First, the calibration o f the infrared 

detector to heated Teflon is shown. The uncertainties are calculated and both plasma and 

surface temperature contributions are detailed. It is shown that surface temperature 

measurements are valid after the current pulse has ended. These measurements are then 

used to calculate Teflon vapor pressure and estimate performance due to Teflon ablation 

as the propellant cools.

Measurements o f the electron and neutral densities during the pulse o f the 

microPPT are taken and the ionization fraction is calculated. Measurements o f the 

coning profile are also taken and high-speed intensified images o f the microPPT pulse are 

used to locate anode spots. Finally, Keidar-Boyd model predictions are shown and 

compared with the experimental measurements o f surface temperature, electron and 

neutral densities, recession propellant profile, and recession electron density.

Section 5 discusses issues with the data collection for the surface temperature 

measurements and explores sources of uncertainty. The utility and limitations o f the 

thermographic theory are investigated. Material effects and arc spoking are examined to 

illustrate the limitations o f the surface temperature diagnostic. The overall utility o f IR
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thermography as a thruster diagnostic is considered with respect to its limitations. The 

Keidar-Boyd model is discussed in more detail and the implications o f comparisons with 

interferometry and coning profiles are considered. Finally, assumptions required for 

performance calculations are evaluated.

Section 6 presents the conclusions o f this research. Future directions are 

discussed for improving the surface temperature diagnostic and possible means of 

achieving real-time surface temperature measurements during the discharge o f a 

microPPT are discussed.
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1.6 Chapter 1 Figures
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Figure 1.1: Rectangular, breech-fed PPT from Vondra and Thomassen.’”
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Figure 1.2: Comparison of predicted and measured electron density for a 6.35 mm 
Micro-PPT fired at 6.6 J from Keidar and Antonsen.’’’̂ ^
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Figure 1.3: Photograph of charred micro-PPT with corresponding model prediction 
of ablation rate through the pulse. The area of lowest ablation rate matches well 
with the radial char location from Keidar et al.̂ ^
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Figure 1.4: Comparison of predicted and measured neutral density for a 6.35 mm 
Micro-PPT fired at 6.6 J.
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Figure 1.5: Data shows signiflcant neutral density for PPT-4 after the pulse using
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Figure 1.6: Plasma and Late Time Vaporization divergence in a ^ ’’-diameter, 2 - 
electrode MicroPPT firing at 5 J. 0 mm and 17.5 mm on the left side of the photo 
refer to the recession depth of the propellant within the tube. The curved rod visible 
in the plasma pictures is a spark plug used to ignite the main discharge from 
Spanjers et al.̂ ®
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2. Apparatus and Approach

2.1 Facilities Description

Data is taken at the Electric Propulsion facility at the Air Force Research 

Laboratory, Edwards AFB, CA. Three vacuum chambers were used for testing. Tank 5 

A is a 2.1-m^ vacuum tank that has 2 Varian 182, 4400-Watt diffusion pumps backed by 

a V arian S D -1400 mechanical pump. The tank is roughed from a pump train using a 

Stokes 412H-12 (300 CFM) located outside the building. These Stokes pumps provide 

roughing and diffusion pump backing for 4 separate tanks. A small mechanical pump 

was used to back the Tank 5 A diffusion pumps and was vibrationally isolated from the 

tank using bellows and a vibration mount to prevent transmission o f high frequency 

pumping noise through the floor. The tank windows are Bk7 glass. This tank is also 

electrically isolated with power sources under the tank floating with respect to the 

laboratory ground.

Two bell jars, an 18-inch and a 24-inch with a single collar extension are used for 

IR thermographic testing with the Micro-PPTs. Viewing is performed through Zinc 

Selenide (ZnSe) windows to meet the special infrared needs o f the diagnostic. The 24 

inch system is used for calibration tests because the Micropyretics Heaters International 

(MHI) model HP220-HIGHBO hotplate"^’ used for calibration fits within this diameter. 

This hotplate is adjustable up to 1400 °C and capable o f 3000 W. For some calibration 

tests a modified top is provided for the 24” bell jar. Using this top, the optical system 

requires top-down viewing into the tank, so a stainless-steel reinforced lid with a welded 

half-nipple is plaeed atop a rubber gasket for sealing. Pressures o f 30 pTorr have been 

achieved. The half nipple seats a 4” conflat flange where the ZnSe window is placed. 

Cooling is provided for operation w ith the hotplate b y  an  Endocal R TE 4 r efrigerated 

circulating bath pumping ethylene glycol through copper tubing pressed o nto t he s teel 

structure. Both bell jars are pumped by Varian 300-SF turbopumps backed by an SD-301 

meehanical roughing pump. The second calibration configuration uses the 2.75 inch 

conflate ports on the side o f an extension collar for optical access to the calibration setup 

and thruster face.
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A possible source o f error is collection o f photons emitted from sources other than 

the target. To create a thermally isolated environment, the detector and Newtonian 

telescope are enclosed in large cardboard sheets. Cardboard faces inward providing a 

diffuse reflection mechanism within the enclosure, and aluminum foil is attached to the 

outside of the sheets to reflect away any ambient radiation that could skew the signal.

Interferometric testing used two lasers. A LaserPhysics 150M, 488-nm, 150-mW 

Ar^ laser is used. The second frequency was provided by a Spectra Physics 127 HeNe 

laser. This laser is capable o f operating at either 633-nm or 1152-nm. The photodiode 

detectors are Analog Modules models 712A-9 and 712A-5-NI. The Bragg cell is an 

Isomet model 1201E-1 with oscillator model 21A-2.

2.2 The Micro-Pulsed Plasma Thruster

The three-electrode microPPT is  shown schematically in Figure 2.1. An arc is 

initiated between the pin and intermediate electrode creating seed plasma for initiation of 

the main discharge between the intermediate and outer electrode. In these studies, a two- 

electrode testbed (Figure 2.2) is used as an approximation o f the main discharge 

simplifying the operation o f the experiment and focusing on the physics o f the main 

discharge only. All testing is performed on 6.35 mm diameter micro-PPTs with a central 

electrode diameter o f 1.64 mm. The outer diameter o f the Teflon dielectric is 5.46 mm.

Figure 2.3 shows the fresh face o f an unfired micro-PPT. The fuel face forms a 

flat exit plane fo r thruster operation. In contrast. Figure 2.4 shows a thruster that has 

been fired at 7.5 J for 1 hour at 1 Hz (3600 shots). Some deformation o f the fuel face is 

evident as a result o f the large number o f shots at high energy for this device. These 

pictures illustrate the small variations in fuel topography that can be expected from shot 

to shot for this device. The micro-PPT uses a small amount o f propellant (~4 pg/J) and 

as such, the topographical variation o f the face during a single shot is negligible (0.6 pm 

at 7.5 J for even ablation). This ablation topography is discussed below  in regards to the 

optical depth o f the detector system.

Variations in the fuel face topography and chemistry are a motivating factor for a 

surface temperature measurement. One failure mode o f these thrusters is charring, which 

is high carbon content black material that gathers on the fuel face in specific locations
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and correlates with low energy-to-area ratio thruster operation. Modeling predictions 

(Figure 1.3) show low surface temperature and ablation rates in the areas where the char 

accumulates along with an increased backflux of carbon ions.^^ Scanning Electron 

Microscopy (SEM) X-ray analysis o f a charred section o f fuel indicates an atomic carbon 

signature 3x higher than that found in virgin Teflon. Correspondingly, the fluorine 

signature is 20% lower than in virgin Teflon."^  ̂This becomes a failure mode because the 

char material is conductive and can short the gap between the electrodes. The result is an 

inability to fire the thruster. Practically, the solution to this problem is to find an 

operating regime where this failure mode is not present. Proper selection of the energy- 

to-area ratio for thruster operation eliminates this problem, but for a complete 

understanding o f this problem an investigation o f the surface temperature must be 

performed.

2.3 Infrared Thermography

The development o f this experiment is based on high-frequency measurements of 

infrared emission from the hot Teflon propellant to measure the surface temperature. 

Description is given here o f the hardware required to accomplish this measurement. 

After hardware description, an explanation o f experimental procedure used to calibrate 

the detector output to an actual temperature is given. Finally, a description o f the data 

collection methods and data acquisition for thruster measurements is discussed.

Photovoltaic cells are used for two reasons. First, they provide an emissive 

measurement method capable o f response times in the sub-microsecond timeframes 

typical o f microPPT arcs. The alternative is photoconductive cells, which are limited to 

sub-megaHertz bandwidths. Non-emissive means such as thermocouples and thermistors 

are also unable to achieve the response times required, and they have an additional 

constraint. All non-emissive measures require contact with the propellant surface, which 

means exposure to the high-voltage breakdown. This creates a number o f  electronic 

noise issues and often results in an inability to carry out measurements.
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2.3.1 Mercury Cadmium Telluride Detectors

Photovoltaic detectors operate by means o f a p-n junction converting radiant 

energy from photons o f certain wavelengths into electric current. The photovoltaic diode 

operation is characterized by a logarithmic proportionality to light current input and a fast 

response determined by the external circuitry involved. Figure 2.5 shows a schematic of 

a single HgCdTe detector. Photons with energy higher than the semi-conductor 

bandgap energy change the conductivity by exciting electrons into a conduction band. A 

bias current is applied and the output is sent to a pre-amp. In this case, the detector rise 

time is ~40 ns. The system circuitry is shown in Figure 2.6. The bias current can be 

adjusted to change the relative responsivity and noise level, however for these 

experiments, the factory bias setting o f -5  mV was used exclusively.

Detector response is a wavelength-dependent phenomenon where peak 

responsivity (Rp) for the detectors defines the maximum of a responsivity curve. For 

these detectors, Rp is 8.2 A/W as measured by Fermionics.'*^ Using this value and 

normalizing the relative responsivity (D*) shown in Figure 2.7 to a percentage o f the 

maximum value, the wavelength dependent detector response can be calculated. Figure 

2.8 shows this result. Note that where possible (7-12 pm), the actual calibration curve 

from the factory is input instead of the general response shown in Figure 2.7. The 

general response data is used for 2-7 pm since the factory calibration curve didn’t show 

these values.

For the initial studies into feasibility o f the fast-response infrared diagnostic, a 

linear array o f 4 Mercury Cadmium Telluride detectors was purchased from 

Fermionics."*^ With DC to 10-MHz bandwidth, this detector from Fermionics is capable 

o f seeing both sub-microsecond temperature shifts and slow decays back to room 

temperature. Detector responsivities for HgCdTe and Indium Antimonide (InSb) are 

shown in Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.9 respectively. The HgCdTe detector is chosen for its 

broad range of responsivity over 2-12 pm wavelengths because the main source o f Teflon 

emission is at 8.4 pm."̂  ̂ Additionally, the InSb detectors are less sensitive to lower 

temperatures due to their lack o f response to wavelengths exceeding 6 pm. The linear 

array is a vertical design with detector active areas o f 80 pm x 80 pm square and a pitch
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o f 20 |am between detectors. This array is housed in an LN2 dewar to minimize thermal 

radiation from the detector housing.

2.3.2 Optics

The optics for infrared detection use a 15.2-cm diameter gold coated concave 

spherical mirror with a 30.5-cm focal length and a 50-mm diameter gold coated flat 

mirror. These act as a Newtonian telescope following the optic equation^^

7  = -  + -  (1)
/  I o

and magnification equation

m = (2)
o

which provide the proper distance for an inverted 1:1 image on the detector. In these 

equations, / is focal length, i is image distance, and o is object distance. This provides a 

distance of 61 cm from the mirror to both the target and the detector. The 50-mm flat 

mirror is generally placed about 36 mm from the spherical mirror to complete the 

Newtonian telescope. Figure 2.10 shows a schematic o f this layout for clarity.

Figure 2.11 shows a close-up view of the optic effects on the measurement area. 

The large mirror provides a cone o f measurement, the apex o f which is the 1:1 image of 

the detector array on the fuel surface. Theoretically, light emission is collected from 

everywhere within the cone provided the photon vector is oriented toward the deteetor. 

Practically, an optical depth is defined over which emitter proximity to the focal point 

will contribute a significant number o f photons. Determination o f this optical depth is 

performed during optical alignment and targeting using a micrometer translation stage to 

move the detector in and out o f the focal point while the tungsten wire is heated. The 

drop-off in signal from the maximum at the focal p oint d efines t he a cceptable o ptieal 

depth characterized as ±1 mm.
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2.3.3 Calibration Apparatus and Method

Calibration methodology has undergone a number of iterations. Due to the 

transmissivity o f Teflon in the long-wave infrared (LWIR), valid calibration must 

exclude any undesirable heat sources within the extended viewable cone behind the 

Teflon sample being measured. Initial attempts to calibrate failed to address this 

problem, and showed abnormally high voltage to temperature curves. Once this problem 

was understood, the calibration method w as m odified t o a How t he o ptieal c one o f  t he 

deteetor to  look through a thin sheet of Teflon. A bonus of this technique is that the 

application o f heat to the Teflon closely resembles that o f the arc, with heat only applied 

to the top surface from which IR measurements are made. It is also important to note that 

sheets of 0.125” thick Virgin Electrical Grade Teflon purchased from McMaster-Carr are 

used for calibrations. It is not clear whether this has the same level o f impurities as the 

Teflon in the microPPTs used for testing.

2.3.3.1 Calibration Apparatus

Extensive measures have been taken to verify that the calibration curve reflects 

only the emission from Teflon and excludes other heat sources. Initial versions o f the 

calibration heated Teflon by resting it on a copper hot plate with a temperature range of 

room temperature to 1400 °C. The optics viewed the Teflon from above. Since Teflon is 

quite transmissive in the wavelength range of interest, there was no way to verify that 

emission from the heat source behind the Teflon was not significantly transmitting 

through the Teflon and skewing the signal. To circumvent this source o f error, the 

calibration setup is modified to look through the Teflon with no heat source behind it. 

Figure 2.12 shows this schematically. A 3.175 mm thick sheet o f Teflon is sandwiched 

between two copper plates with optical access holes 5.38 mm in diameter in both copper 

plates. Three K-type thermocouples are drilled into the sides o f  the  Teflon sheet and 

embedded close to the point where the IR detector is imaged. The Newtonian telescope 

images the detectors at 1:1 magnification onto the Teflon surface. Figure 2.10 shows a 

schematic o f the calibration apparatus and optics, and Figure 2.13 shows a photo o f the 

calibration apparatus used. Figure 2.14 shows the apparatus with the back removed 

highlighting the thermocouples embedded in the Teflon sample. The baseplate o f  the
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apparatus is seated on a Micropyretics Heaters International (MHI) hotplate as shown in 

Figure 2.15. Two copper plates are hinged to form a triangle ofreflective  m etal that 

reflects heat back at the calibration apparatus. Optical access for the Newtonian 

telescope is provided through a 25.4 mm conflat viewport made o f Zinc Selenide (ZnSe). 

Figure 2.15 also shows a view of the detector optical setup. Heat is transferred through 

the baseplate to the front copper plate which then heats the front side o f the Teflon. Data 

from the thermocouples and detectors are recorded by a data logger at 1 or 2 second 

intervals. A typical calibration takes about 10 hours. A slow heating scheme is used to 

increase accuracy by reducing transient thermal effects.

Possible problems with this approach include Teflon thermal expansion out o f the 

viewing hole, resulting in emission levels that are not proportional to the temperatures 

measured. This becomes a limiting factor for experimental calibration and is discussed 

below. Temperatures above this limit are theoretically calculated using the 

thermographic theory developed in Section 3.1.1.

Another problem is Teflon surface condition. W hen the microPPT operates a t 

low energy-to-area ratios, surface char can develop which has different emissive 

characteristics. While this case can be guarded against though selection o f proper 

discharge energy, there still exists the possibility that a clean plasma exposed surface will 

exhibit different emissive characteristics than a virgin Teflon surface. A demonstration 

o f the effects o f the plasma on a clean surface is necessary to determine if  the exposure 

affects the calibration curve, and thus the emissivity o f the Teflon propellant. This is 

performed using a thruster breadboard shown in Figure 2.16. The copper electrodes are 

separated by 6 mm with a Teflon sheet 3.75-mm thick placed under the electrodes. Some 

charring develops around the edges o f the electrodes during operation at 4.35 J, but the 

Teflon surface between the electrodes is kept clean. Two samples exposed to plasma are 

shown in Figure 2.17. These have been exposed to 4.35-J discharges for 500 and 1500 

firings. Using this method, clean plasma exposed samples ranging from 100 pulse 

exposures up to 1500 pulse exposures are created for calibration comparison. These are 

also compared to calibrations with virgin Teflon.
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2.3.3.2 Targeting

Targeting the detector assembly is a meticulous process that involves two steps. 

The first step uses the imaging optics to create an image of the target on the front window 

o f the detector. This gives a rough location that is off-target only slightly in 3 

dimensions. The detector is mounted on 3 dial micrometer optical mounts yielding full 

control of the detector positioning. Since the actual detector array is located 8 mm 

behind the front pane o f the ZnSe dewar window, the detector is moved forward the 

appropriate distance. Additional control o f the targeting is provided with mirror tilt on 

the spherical and flat mirrors.

The second stage o f targeting procedure uses a targeting crosshairs consisting of 

two strands o f 0.080-mm tungsten wire. This targeting jig  is shown in Figure 2.18. The 

crosshairs are strung vertically and horizontally, and placed in front o f the calibration jig 

or micro-PPT face such that the cross-point can be used for the targeting location. The 

horizontal filament is heated by first applying -1 .2  A of current. This heat source is 

located by the detector in DC operation by adjusting the vertical control o f the flat and/or 

spherical mirror. Then the vertical wire is heated, and the horizontal control o f the 

mirrors are adjusted until the signal is maximum. Finally, the forward and backward 

direction o f the detector mount is adjusted until the signal is a maximum.

Once the optics are targeted they are locked in place. The distance from the 

spherical mirror to the target location is known from the optics equation, and easily 

measured. For multiple calibrations, an infrared emitter is placed behind the calibration 

jig, located appropriately at the focal point of the optics. The entire jig  is then moved 

laterally until the emitter is located through the Teflon. For utility, a small wire is strung 

across the belljar marking the appropriate distance from the large spherical mirror. The 

calibration jig  is then moved laterally along this wire until the heat signature from the 

emitter is found. For thruster tests, the focal point o f the optics is located with targeting 

crosshairs as described above. The thruster face is t hen 1 ocated b ehind t he c rosshairs 

such that the detector targets the point o f interest.
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2.2.3.3 Testing Procedure and Data Acquisition

After the ealibration is targeted, the tank is closed and brought to vacuum (-30 

^Torr). T he output signal from the  infrared detectors i s sent through an external pre

amplifier supplied by Fermionics. Figure 2.6 shows the basic circuitry for the pre

amplifier. T he output from the pre-amplifiers i s run  into an  Agilent HP34907A data

logger through 50 Q terminators for impedance matching. The data-logger records the 

voltage from the relevant channels every 2 seconds. The hotplate is turned on and the 

sample is heated slowly (over 2-4 hours) to 700-800 K. The hot plate is then switched off 

and the sample is allowed to cool slowly back to room temperature. LabView’’'"’̂  code 

reads the thermocouple and detector voltages simultaneously throughout the process.

2.3.3.4 Experimental Resolutions

Voltage resolution for the detector is determined by measuring the standard 

deviation o f the voltage hash on the detector channel outputs in real-time. This accounts 

for the bias setting on the detector and is measured to be ±0.5 mV for minimum 

resolution. This resolution limit sets the minimum signal that can be measured at >0.5 

mV which corresponds to a minimum resolvable temperature o f about 132 °C from the 

calibrations discussed below. This is much worse than past testing and in large part is 

due to the small solid angle available in the calibration setup used. For example, testing 

performed by Li and Lambros'*'* suggests a temperature resolution o f 0.1 K for 

Polymethacrylate (PMMA) and Polycarbonate (PC). This resolution estimate requires 

explanation. Because o f the non-linear nature o f the calibration curves, the optimal 

temperature response range is expected to he at the peak temperatures observed. At 800 

K, the voltage resolution is ±11 K.

Spatial resolution o f the detector is defined by the active area o f the detector 

(6.4x10'^ m^) as imaged 1:1 on the face o f the micro-PPT. Figure 2.19 shows the 

detector image to scale. For these experiments this means that only a tiny portion o f the 

fuel face is being measured per deteetor. A single 80 pm x 80 pm detector is used to 

characterize the operation o f the diagnostic. For each detector o f this size, it is unlikely 

that there will be meaningful temperature gradients across the size o f the active area. 

However, when measurements are made on an operating thruster, the presence o f arc
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spoking may mean that the measured temperature cannot be extrapolated to the rest o f the 

fuel face.

2.3.4 Thruster Apparatus and Method

2.3.4.1 Thruster Setup

The micro-PPT circuitry layout is shown in Figure 2.2. A 2.95 pF capacitor is 

charged to 1-10 J. Discharge initiation is provided by a spark plug placed in front o f and 

below the thruster face. The sparkplug is a small version o f a two-electrode microPPT 

operated by a sparkgap circuit. The plug is passed through an insulated feedthrough into 

the tank and positioned ~2.5 cm from the fuel face without blocking the view of the 

optics. Figure 2.20 shows the typical sparkplug location for testing. Once the plug has 

provided seed plasma, the main discharge is initiated and current passes between the 

electrodes. A portion o f the ablated mass is accelerated electromagnetically, and as the 

plasma cools, it is assumed that the resistance increases linearly from 25 mQ to 60 mQ 

until the current reversal ceases. Current reversal typically occurs over about 20-25 ps 

with inductance estimated around 190 nH. The resistance and inductance estimates are 

determined by fitting the current measured by a Rogowski coil and are discussed in 

Section 4.1.

2.3.4.2 Plume Measurements

To experimentally characterize the emission from the plasma and neutral vapor 

above the fuel face, IR measurements are taken with the detector optical cone targeted to 

a point in front o f the central electrode and traversing across the exit plane o f the thruster. 

The view cone in this orientation does not intersect the surface o f the microPPT. Figure 

2.21a shows the cone apex targeted schematically to illustrate this configuration. By 

measuring emission from the plasma and neutral vapors without a heated background, the 

contribution o f the plasma and neutral vapor can be characterized. If the plume 

contribution ends when the current pulse ends, then the surface can be measured after that 

time without emissive interference from the exhaust. To characterize this, measurements 

across the fuel face are made with the focal point o f the optics located at 1 mm, 3 mm, 5 

mm, and 7 mm in front o f the fuel face. When these measurements are compared to fuel
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face measurements, an assessment conceming optimal viewing time during the pulse is 

made. Repeated tests have shown that after the current reversal stops, there is no 

measurable detector signal. These results will be discussed below, but here it is sufficient 

to state that after the current pulse ends, plasm a and vapor emission contribution a Iso 

ends and a clear surface measurement can be obtained.

2.3.4.3 Thruster Measurements

Figure 2.21b shows the target location for a typical thruster measurement using a 

single detector. In this case, the targeting is performed as described in Section 2.3.3.2. 

As discussed above, after the current pulse has ended surface temperature measurements 

are able to characterize the cooling curve of the propellant. Propellant surface 

temperature is measured in real-time for single pulses. The input signal from the 

rogowski coil on the thruster is used as a trigger for the start of data acquisition. For the 

single detector element, a point is selected halfway between the electrodes and multiple 

firings are recorded. Data acquisition and reduction are discussed in the next sub-section, 

but first a small discussion o f experimental requirements for accurate measurements is 

required.

The ability o f the diagnostic to determine the true surface temperature depends on 

a number o f conditions being met. First, the optics must be the same for thruster 

measurements as they are for calibration. If this is not met, then the calibration will not 

apply to the thruster measurement and a systematic error is created. This error is avoided 

in these experiments by locking the optics after calibration and locating the focal point 

with the targeting wires discussed above. The thruster face is then positioned behind the 

targeting wires.

The second condition is that the calibration surface must have the same roughness 

as the thmster surface. For this reason, calibrations were performed with Teflon that had 

been exposed to the same plasma conditions found in thruster operation. The calibration 

procedure is discussed in Section 2.3.3.1. T o match the calibration, the  thruster m ust 

operate in a regime where charring does not occur. If charring does occur, it must be 

verified both before and after testing that the targeting location covers an area that is 

char-free. Figure 2.22 shows the difference between charred and uncharred operation for
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1000 shots in a. and 250 shots in b. From this picture it is apparent that a significant 

difference in emissivity between clean Teflon and charred Teflon exists.

2.3.4.4 Data Acquisition and Reduction

During thruster testing data is taken by a Tektronix 460A oscilloscope with input 

impedance set to 50 Q to match the calibration measurements. This data is recorded by 

LabView directly from the oscilloscope through a GPIB connection to a computer. The 

file format is accessible to MS Excel or any text editor. Data taken on an operating 

thruster can experience some noise issues. The source o f this noise is electromagnetic 

and is discussed below. The noise issue is addressed through either filtering or 

smoothing. A low-pass digital filter is applied to the data to omit noise with frequencies 

above 300 kHz. This digital filter is a zero phase-shift Butterworth filter applied through 

MatLab.''^ Figure 2.23 shows a comparison o f an unfiltered data file (yellow) with 

filtering at 700 kHz and 300 kHz cutoff frequencies. The 700 and 300 kHz curves follow 

the original data signal. 300 kHz is the lowest cutoff frequency used for these data. The 

second method is an 11-point smoothing routine that accomplishes some noise reduction 

without phase-shifting the data.

2.4 Interferometry

The interferometry experiments here used a 6.35 mm diameter microPPT with a 

0.417 pF capacitor. These experiments are conducted using a pulse energy o f 6 J unless 

otherwise noted. For statistical purposes, a minimum o f 20 pulses is used to characterize 

the uncertainties.

2.4.1 Setup

The interferometer setup (Figure 2.24) consists o f two lasers, an infrared 1152-nm 

and a blue 488-nm. Each of these are split into separate beams in a Bragg Cell that 

induces an acousto-optic modulation at 40 MHz in higher order beams. The zeroth order 

beam is unchanged in frequency. This modulation process involves passing the light 

through a crystal and acoustically vibrating the crystal such that a refractive index wave 

is created. This causes the crystal to act as a sinusoidal grating. A laser entering this 

grating will be diffracted into several order beams. The zeroth order beam is selected as
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the scene beam and a first order beam becomes the reference beam. This is chosen so 

that modifying the power to the Bragg cell will serve to increase the scene beam intensity 

relative to the reference beam. Generally, through large numbers o f optics the scene 

beam is much lower in intensity at the detector than the reference beam which is confined 

to the optics table outside the tank.

After the Bragg cell, the beams are separated by the diffraction angle. This is a 

function o f the acoustic frequency, acoustic velocity, and optical wavelength and is about 

5 degrees in this application, hi order to separate the beams, about a meter o f path length 

is provided before combining the two frequencies and deflecting the combined scene 

beam into the vacuum tank. The scene beam is sent into the tank through a BK7 glass 

window and reflected off a single mirror in tank. The scene beam passes directly across 

the exit plane o f the thruster, then back through the window. The beam diameter is 6 mm. 

It is then sent through two beamsplitters and recombined with the reference beams. Each 

reference beam is matched almost exactly in path length from the Bragg cell to the 

recombining beamsplitter. This matching must be within 10% o f the coherence length of 

the laser. The coherence length is the maximum path length difference over which the 2 

beams will interfere. For the Argon-ion laser, that coherence length is 10 cm and the path 

lengths are matched to less than 1 mm through the use o f rail mounted micrometer 

mounts. For the HeNe, the coherence length is 30 cm. The recombining beamsplitters 

are wavelength-tuned to ensure that equal amounts of scene and reference beam are 

passed to the detection equipment. Recombination at the beamsplitter requires accurate 

matching o f the vectors o f the beams. Both beams must match at the beamsplitter surface 

and follow exactly the same direction. Allowing for a long path between the beamsplitter 

and the photodetector is helpful in ensuring accurate alignment. Following 

recombination at the beamsplitter, the recombined beam passes through a line filter 

matching the appropriate wavelength, and an achromatic lens to focus onto the detector 

element. If  the signal is still too intense for the detector, a dual polarizer is used to lower 

the light intensity incident on the detector. Spatial resolution is roughly the beam 

diameter at the thruster crossing (~6 mm).
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The interferometer is sensitive to several phenomena involved in the thruster 

operation. The phase change in the interferometer scene beam at the detector can be 

written as'^

(0 + <l)p̂  (/) (3)

where the first term represents phase change due to the plasma electron density, the 

second term neutral density, and the third term physical changes in the path length 

difference between the two beams. The phase shift due to the electron and neutral 

densities can be written (MKS-radians)’^

(Z),(0=-2.8xlO"'^A|«,i// (4)

_  , 3.9 X 10-'" r „
 A------

where X is the laser wavelength (m), ng and n„ are the densities (m'^), and the integral is 

performed over a characteristic path length through the probed region. The 

interferometer measures a line-averaged density, and requires assumptions concerning 

scale lengths and symmetry to reduce the measurement to a local density. These include 

the definition o f a characteristic path length over which the plasma density is assumed 

constant. The final term in equation 3 includes changes in the path  length which are 

dominated by vibrations physically moving the optic components and air currents 

affecting local density and temperature gradients within the path o f the reference and 

scene beams. This can be written as

. , , I n b d
(6)

The A/ in Eqn. 6 represents the effective increase in optical path length fo r all o f  the 

environmental influences (vibration, air density, air temperature, and gradients). The 

dominating effect here is the vibrational differences between the optics table (where the 

laser and detection equipment are located) and the in-tank optics table supporting the in

tank mirror. The 1/A, dependence in Eqn. 6 is the same for neutrals in Eqn. 5.
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A second wavelength can be used to separate electron and neutral densities during 

the d ischarge. T he s eparation i s aceomplished by integrating Eqns. 4 and 5 along the 

exposed path length (the thruster diameter is used here) and solving for

„   ------------

-2 .8 * 1 0 “ ' ^ M [ 4 - 4 ]

A^;,

Xf Xb
3.9 *10“̂*̂ TV/ 1 1

.4 4.
(8)

where and Ab are the infrared and blue laser wavelengths (m) respeetively, and 

are the measured phase shifts for the infrared and blue lasers (radians), N  is the number of 

passes through the plasma experienced by the scene beams, and / is the eharacteristic 

length (m).

For two-color density measurements made here, the beams are both foeused onto 

the detector active area using long focal length lenses. The effect o f this is to 

significantly reduce uncertainty associated with the beam dispersion over large path 

lengths. Because the path lengths can reach 5 m in length, the beam diameter can be over 

1 cm at the detector location. The detector active area is 0.5 mm^. It is possible for the 

two beam colors to be measuring two different locations within the thruster plume. By 

foeusing onto the active area, a much larger portion o f the beam diameter is sampled and 

both detectors are forced to sample similar areas o f the plume.

Two-color measurements can be used to determine the ionization fraction during 

the arc. The assumptions o f complete dissociation and single ionization are made. 

Considering that the electron temperature is probably no more than 2 eV, this is probably 

a good assumption. The ionization fraction is then calculated by

a  = ------^  (9)

where the single ionization assumption translates to He =

For the recession measurements, only electron density is measured using the 1152 

nm laser. Figure 2.26 shows the experimental layout for the recession measurements. A
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control case with the fuel flush against the laser is measured (top case). The propellant is 

then recessed into the tube a distance o f 50 mm and the laser is passed across the exit 

plane. Figure 2.26 shows the recessed case in the middle o f the three cases. The final 

case shows the propellant flush with the thruster exit plane, but the exit plane is removed 

from the laser by 50 mm.

2.4.2 Data Acquisition

The data acquisition system for the interferometer consists o f Analog Modules 

photodiodes with amplifiers and a demodulating circuit. The demodulating circuit 

includes two mixers (Mini-circuits model ZAD-1), a 90° phase shifter (model ZCSQ-2- 

50), a power splitter (model ZSC-2-1), and low-pass (<10.7 MHz) and band-pass (40 

MHz) filters. This circuit separates the phase shift signal into sine and cosine with 

information from the Bragg cell. These signals are then sent to a Tektronix TDS 460A 

oscilloscope to be captured by a computer. Figure 2.25 demonstrates this arrangement.

At the computer the data is reduced using two MS-DOS Fortran codes written by 

Spanjers. The first, called tran40,^^ takes the output signal from the demodulating circuit 

and puts it into sine and cosine data files for quadrature analysis. This program can 

handle either the two signals from a single wavelength interferometer or four signals 

from a 2-color interferometer. After the signal is formatted by the tran program, a 

program called tquad40e^^ is used to perform numerical quadrature on the output signals. 

There is an 11 point smoothing process built into tquad40e to remove some o f the 

extraneous high frequency noise. The reduced data are sent to a single file i n A SCII 

format.

For multiple thruster firings required by standard testing, each shot is reduced and 

a program called stat4(f'^ is used to evaluate 20 to 40 data shots and calculate the average 

and positive and negative standard deviations. This code yields a single file in ASCII 

format and is used solely to reduce data reduction time.
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2.5 Other Diagnostics and Sensors

2.5.1 Standard Thruster Diagnostics

Thruster current is measured using a self-integrating Rogowski eoil from Ion 

Physics Corporation.^' The model used is CM-l-M G which can handle up to 50,000 A. 

For the sparkplug current, model CM-IO-MG is used. High voltage is measured with a 

Tektronix P6015 A passive high-voltage 1000:1 probe.

Mass loss is measured using a Mettler Toledo AX 105 Delta Range scale. This 

scale has a sensitivity o f ± 0.1 mg. Pre-test mass is measured, then testing is performed 

with the total number o f pulses recorded. After the test, post-test mass is measured and 

the total mass lost is divided by the total number o f pulses to give a time-averaged mass 

per pulse. Note that this does not discriminate between Teflon and electrode mass loss.

2.5.2 DICAM II

The DICAM 11 is a high-speed charge coupled device (CCD) camera capable o f 

gate times in the nanoseconds with variable gain and delay. Made by the Cooke 

Corporation,^* this camera is used to image the face o f the micro-PPT on the microsecond 

time-scale to assess plasma emission in the visible portion o f the spectrum.

2.5.3 Recession Cone Profiling

It is possible to measure the cumulative effects of the ablation process by 

measuring the profile o f the propellant cone as it recedes into the tube o f the outer 

electrode. A thruster is pulsed in a steady operating mode at 1 Hz, 6 J for 6 hours. One 

side o f the thruster is soaked in nitric acid, which removes the copper tubing while 

leaving t he T eflon i ntact. With half of the Teflon tube exposed, the Teflon is shaved 

away with a razor exposing the conical recession pattern shown in Figure 2.27. 

Reference lengths are measured from the copper tube lip back to the closest point of 

remaining Teflon and across the Teflon diameter. This yields the axes shown in Figure 

2.27. The DataThief^^ program is used to pick off the curve o f the recession in a high- 

resolution picture.
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2.6 Chapter 2 Figures 
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Figure 2.1: Three-electrode Micro-PPT layout.
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Figure 2.2: Typical micro-PPT circuit with thrust direction shown.
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Figure 2.3: An unflred MicroPPT face. Outer diameter = 6.35 mm.

Figure 2.4: A two-electrode MicroPPT that has been fired at 7.5 J, 1 Hz for 1 hour.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of an HgCdTe detector. 53
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Figure 2.6: Typical circuitry for HgCdTe detectors."̂ ^
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Figure 2.7: HgCdTe detector responsivity.'*^
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Figure 2.8: Wavelength dependent detector responsivity.
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Figure 2.9: Responsivity curves for possible InSb detectors.^^
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Figure 2.10: IR detector experimental layout.
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Figure 2.11: Optical depth and measurement areas shown for facial measurement 
and plume measurement.
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Figure 2.12: Pancake calibration provides Teflon heating with no rear heat source.
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Figure 2.13: 1/8*'' inch t hick T cflon i s s andwichcd b ctwccn c oppcr p latcs i n t he 
calibration jig. Thermocouples arc embedded in the sides to approximately the 
optical viewing location.

Embedded 
Thermocouple

Optical hole 
location

Embedded
Thermocouple

Figure 2.14: Thermocouples are embedded in the Teflon close to the area where 
optical viewing occurs.
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Figure 2.15: The calibration jig sits on the hotplate and is viewed horizontally 
through a ZnSe window. The dotted red line shows the optic path.

Rogowski Coil

Teflon 
Calibration 

Area ^

Figure 2.16: Breadboard thruster for creating plasma exposed calibration samples.
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Figure 2.17: Plasma exposed samples for 500 and 1500 firings.

Figure 2.18: Targeting crosshairs assembled on thruster face.
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Figure 2.19: Four HgCdTe detectors from the assembly used are shown to scale on 
the face of a micro-PPT illustrating available spatial resolution with this instrument.
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Figure 2.20: The sparkplug sits more than an inch from the exit plane of the 
thruster and is off-axis to allow unhindered optical probing of the fuel face.

a . Plume Measurement b.Surface Measurement 

viewable cone

target iocation

Figure 2.21: Schematic of the (a.) viewable cone for the Plnme measurement 
technique and (b.) target location for the Surface measurement technique.
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Figure 2.22: a.) 1000 shots with uncharred operation and b.) ~250 shots with 
charred operation. Charring is typical in low-energy thruster operation.
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Figure 2.23: Comparison of filtering levels for the zero phase shift low pass filter 
used. The green trace shows the current pulse.
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Figure 2.24: Two-color interferometer layout.
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Figure 2.25: Interferometer post detection processing schematic.
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Figure 2.26: For two-color interferometry, the laser passes directly in front of the 
fuel as in the flush case. For recession interferometry, all three cases are measnred 
for comparison.

Fignre 2.27: Typical ablation profile: 6 J, 6 hours, 1 Hz.
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3. Theory

3.1 Infrared Thermography

3.1.1 Material Emission and Theory

The key principle for this diagnostic is that all materials above absolute zero 

temperature emit radiation. The distribution o f that radiation depends on the temperature 

o f the body and is described by the Planck function^"*

P  = ___ ^ _______________  (10)E /  c, \
-I

/

where C l is 3.742x10* W-pm'^/m^, C2 is 1.439x10"* pm-K, A. is the radiation wavelength 

(pm), and T is the material temperature (K). This equation yields spectral emissive 

power for a blackbody. Traces o f this power output at several relevant temperatures are 

shown in Figure 3.1.

In understanding the source o f Teflon emission it is useful to predict an expected 

detector output from calibration with a Teflon sample. The starting point is to determine 

what the expected emission from Teflon looks like. Figure 3.2 shows the transmissivity 

o f a thin film o f Teflon.^^ This transmissivity is determined using IR spectroscopy, where 

radiation o f the appropriate wavelengths is exposed to a thin film (0.005 mm) and a 

spectral intensity drop is measured through the film. For any material,^^

p + a  + T = l (11)

where p is the reflectivity, a  is the absorptivity, and t is the transmissivity. Areas o f high 

absorption correspond to areas o f high emission since energy is absorbed and emitted 

equally by the stretching and bending modes o f the C-F bonds in the Teflon molecules 

(Figure 3.3). The reflectivity o f Teflon in the wavelengths o f interest is unknown, but 

from Eqn. 11 it can be assumed that any reflectivity will decrease the amount of 

emission. Therefore, if  the reflectivity is not included in any prediction o f the detector 

response, an overprediction o f the total emission should be expected. We proceed with
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this overprediction expected in the final estimates. Eliminating the reflectivity and 

setting absorptivity equal to emissivity (e) converts Eqn. 11 to

S = l - T  (12)

which allows an estimate o f the wavelength dependent emissivity for Teflon. An 

emissivity estimate is shown in Figure 3.4. Using this estimate, an expected spectral 

emissive power for the 2-12 pm range can be calculated.

A first order determination o f  t he e xpected t otal e mission a nd r  esponse c an b e 

obtained by combining the Planck distribution for Teflon with the wavelength dependent 

detector responsivity and integrating over the range of wavelengths (2-12 pm). This 

gives an expected detector current output calculated by

I e — j^D Rpe^^PgdA, (13)

where D* is the normalized wavelength dependent responsivity, Rp is the peak 

responsivity, sx is the wavelength dependent emissivity, and Pe is the spectral emissive 

power calculated by Eqn. 10.

Equation 10 yields the total power emitted from the specimen, however, only a 

fraction o f that power is observed by the detector. Assuming 1:1 imaging, with a detector 

view angle limited by the flat mirror (50.8 mm DIA) the half angle o f the viewable cone 

is 3.05° (Figure 3.5). The angular area o f a hemisphere is 27t, and the angular area o f a 

small circle o f angular radius 0 is given by^^

= 2;r(l -  cos6’) (14)

The ratio o f  the circle solid angle to  the hemispherical solid angle is  simply ( l-cos0), 

which is the ratio o f the power received to the power emitted.

For a realistic calibration prediction, the effect o f the optics on total intensity is 

considered. The Newtonian telescope uses two gold mirrors with a reflectivity o f -99%
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in the relevant wavelength range. Additionally, sinee the calibration will be performed at 

vacuum, the transmissivity o f the viewport material must be included. The materials 

considered are Zinc Selenide (ZnSe) and Germanium (Ge) because the transmission 

properties allow decent transmission in the wavelengths o f interest. Figure 3.6 a. and b. 

show the transmissivity o f Ge and ZnSe respectively.^* The window on the LN2 dewar is 

ZnSe provided by the manufacturer. The optical viewport on the v acuum c hamber i s 

ZnSe, chosen to maximize the total emission in the IR. The full optical response is 

defined as a constant, ko, which is the multiplied value o f  all m irror reflectivities and 

window transmissivities. The value o f ko for this experiment is 0.48. Multiplication of 

the ultimate detector output by this constant corrects for losses in the optical system.

Since the optics provide an imaging system, the detector is operated with a 1:1 

magnification o f the detector element onto the surface o f the specimen. Only emission 

coming fi-om within the viewable cone (the apex o f which is the detector image) can be 

sensed. The detector active area limits the total number o f photons collected from the 

optics, therefore the active area. A, must be taken into account. Each detector is a square 

with 80 pm to a side for an area o f 6.4x10'^ m^.

Finally, the amplifier has a transimpedance factor (Vout/Fn), o f 20000 V/A. This 

is the gain o f the pre-amplifier and is denoted here as G. The combined end result for 

estimating detector voltage out becomes

V  = k„G A (l-cos0)|D *R pS ,P ,dA . (15)

Using Eqn. 15 and remembering the omission o f Teflon reflectivity in the estimation of 

the emissivity, a calculation for the output voltage from this detector measuring heated 

Teflon can be made. Figure 3.7 shows this calculation along with the predicted black 

body output voltage against temperatures expected in typical micro-PPT operation. Since 

we expect an overprediction for the Teflon response, a calibration curve must be obtained 

to demonstrate the deleterious effects of the assumptions up to this point. This process is 

discussed in section 2.3.3, but the predictions shown indicate the expected trends in this 

measurement and likely temperature resolution.
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3.1.2 Teflon Properties

The properties o f Teflon are discussed here with regards to material behavior 

during calibration and experiments. The melt temperatures and viscosity can pose 

physical limitations during the calibration procedures. Also, thermal conduction between 

detector elements is discussed as well as depth of heat transfer into the material. The 

radiation properties including transmissivity and emissivity affect the operation and 

validity of the infrared diagnostic. Finally, the radiation contribution o f plasma and 

neutral vapors is discussed in terms o f photon transmission and optical depth.

3.1.2.1 Melt and Viscosity

During the calibration procedure, a Teflon sheet is raised to high temperatures 

over several hours. This can be a source o f concern as melting and flowing out o f the 

calibration device can change the viewing angle of the surface as well as surface 

roughness. A theoretical treatment o f this is very limiting, since physical data on Teflon 

above 380°C is not available. High-temperature behavior is discussed here, but since the 

temperatures experienced in calibration are much higher than available data, only 

experimental testing can determine the physical limitations that will be encountered.

Teflon has a first melt point o f 342 °C and a second melt point o f 327 °C.^^ This 

refers to the first time Teflon temperature is raised after the original fabrication process. 

The temperature must go above 342 °C to reach a truly amorphous polymer 

configuration. Once this has been reached after the original molding process, the 

crystalline structure is modified such that a second melt temperature applies. This fact 

becomes significant when considering the differences in calibration measurements 

between virgin Teflon and Teflon that has been exposed to a high temperature plasma 

environment. When the material does melt, the viscosity remains extremely high (10'°- 

lO'^ Poise at 380 and the color changes from white to semi-transparent. Figure 3.8 

shows this change. This block was placed in an oven with a K-type thermocouple 

supporting its weight and heated above 420 °C. Notice that the edges o f the block are 

white indicating faster cooling along the edges. Also apparent are bubbles formed below 

the surface o f the Teflon. The origin o f these is suspected to he from porosity due to the 

sintering process in creation of the PTFE. From this information, there is little concern
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about Teflon liquid flowing during the operation o f this thruster, and although there are 

obvious changes in surface conditions as a function o f temperature, an experimental 

calibration takes these into account.

3.1.2.2 Thermal Conduction

Teflon thermal response must be considered in terms o f whether the fuel will 

quickly transmit heat laterally across the surface and how deeply heat will be transferred. 

The thermal diffusivity is defined bŷ *’

k
a (16)

where k  is the thermal conductivity (0.167 W/m °C), p  is the density (2160 kg/m ), and Cp 

is the specific heat (1200 J/kg °C). For Teflon, this value is 6.4x10'* m^/s. The transient 

solution for heat flow into a semi-infinite solid iŝ *’

T - T  = 2q, kt
k A ^ p C p

4kl

kA
l - e r f .

\pCpX
4kt

(17)

where T-Ti is the temperature rise, A is the area (Teflon surface, 6.45x10'"* m^), qo is the 

heat input in Watts, x is the distance from the heat source, and t is the timeframe observed 

(pulse duration, 10 ps). The average power from current measurements during a 20 ps 

pulse typical to this experiment is 0.203 MW. This is not the same as the power 

transferred to the surface from the arc, but without an estimate o f efficiencies, this is the 

best estimate available. Solving for the temperature difference at varying distances from 

the source indicates that a depth o f 5 pm from the source sees no conducted heat transfer 

in the pulse timeframe. Figure 3.9 shows the conducted heat at 20 ps after the start o f the 

pulse for the depths indicated. The y-axis scale is cut off at 1000 K since Teflon that 

experiences temperatures above that are likely to ablate during the pulse.

Lateral conduction o f heat away from the targeted area is a concern both during 

and after the pulse. The 1-D heat transfer equation is used. This is given as:

dTd f ,  dT'^ 
k —  

8xdx
= p c —  

dr
( 1 8 )
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Using central differencing, this can be discretized to:

T(t + \ ) - T{ t )  ĵ ( ^  + \ y 2 T ( x ) + T ( x - \ )
At zAx̂

Holding the temperature at x=0 at 1000 K, and calculating with a Ax of 1 pm and a At of 

2 ps, it is shown that at 200 ps, the heat conduction has not extended past 20 pm from 

x=0 for Teflon conductive characteristics. Figure 3.10 shows this result. This has 

implications in surface temperature resolution. Since the detector pitch is ~20 pm, it is 

important to know whether neighboring sensors will pick up conductive heating in the 

timeframes o f interest. The temperature rise at a neighboring sensor image is less than 

.001 degrees due to conduction alone after 200 ps. This effect is negligible when 

compared to the hundreds o f degree rises in this experiment and is well below the 

resolution o f these detectors.

2.1.2.2 Radiative Properties

The emissivity o f Teflon is a poorly known value. Available information from 

the literature suggests the emissivity o f Teflon varies significantly with wavelength, 

reaching unity at about 8.4 pm."̂  ̂However, the emissivity below 4 pm is very low. The 

bulk o f the emission is distributed between 4 and 10 pm. Since the peak response o f the 

HgCdTe detectors lies in this regime, the detector material provides an ideal choice in 

terms o f matching actual Teflon emission from molecular stretching and bending modes 

with the detector response discussed above.

However, the detector choice does lead to a different problem. Considering that 

the emission peak for a hot blackbody -800-1000 K resides in the sub-4-pm regime the 

ideal detector for these temperatures is haSb, which loses response at longer wavelengths 

where the bulk o f Teflon emission occurs. Unfortunately, InSb detectors have poor 

response to lower temperatures (500 K and below) removing the ability to define a late

time cooling curve. Finally, since these temperatures are only expected at the peak in 

surface temperature (if at all), and since there is a possibility that we are not yet able to
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detect the surface during the early part o f the discharge this problem is not yet a coneem 

and the choice o f HgCdTe detectors stands.

Another eoncem is the transmissivity o f the Teflon itself and the optical focus of 

the detector system. Figure 3.2 shows the transmissivity of Teflon plotted against 

infrared wavelengths. O f clear concern is the fact that from 2.5 to 7.5 pm the 

transmissivity averages 70%. This means that the calibration method must remove any 

souree o f infrared emission from behind the Teflon during testing. In the case o f actual 

thruster firing, heat deposition occurs only on the front face o f the propellant and on a 

microsecond timescale. There are no heat sources behind the Teflon face during thruster 

operation.

3.1.2.4 Plasma and Neutral Vapor

The intent o f the IR measurement is to determine the surface temperature 

immediately after the pulse. However it is interesting to eonsider more ambitious 

measurements during the discharge. Measurement o f the surfaee temperature during 

current reversal may not be possible due to emission encountered from plasma and 

neutral vapor situated above the Teflon face. As the surface is heated during the arc, both 

plasma and neutral vapors above the surface exist at high temperatures and may be 

capable o f  e mission w ithin t he m easurement r ange o f  t he d electors. Determination o f 

whether surfaee emission may be viewed is dependent upon the optical thickness o f the 

plasma and neutrals. Calculation o f wavelength dependent optical thickness is beyond 

the scope of this inquiry, but a more simple optical thickness calculation is possible.

Presence o f plasma may hinder photon collection by re-absorption o f the radiated 

photons. The magnitude o f this effect is estimated by calculating the optical thickness as 

the non-dimensional ratio o f the plasma scale length to the characteristic length o f photon 

motion prior to reabsorption.

r  =  ( 2 0 )
Ir

Therefore an optieal depth much less than 1 indicates a high likelihood for photons 

generated within the plasma to reach the edge without reabsorption and be available for 

eollection by the diagnostic optics.
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The plasma optical thickness for a Doppler broadened line^‘ is given by (CGS

units)

r  = 1 .76x l0“''?i
vkTe,

N/„  (21)e p

where M is the atomic mass (averaged to 16.7 AMU or 2.77x10'^^ gm), c is the speed of 

light, k is the Boltzmann constant, Te is the electron temperature, Ne is the number 

density, and Ip is the plasma depth. Inserting typical values for a micro-PPT (Ne=lxlO’  ̂

cm'^, estimated Te = 11500 K (1 eV), / = 0.635 cm (using the thruster diameter), 6 pm 

wavelength), gives x = SxlO'^. This suggests that the plasma is optically thick. Emission 

from the Teflon surface is likely to be reabsorbed by the plasma and not reach the 

detector. The optical thickness o f the plasma may limit the usefulness o f the diagnostic 

to after the conclusion o f the plasma discharge. Note that this analysis for optical depth 

presumes that the transitions in the solid Teflon at the propellant face will be very close 

to the line transitions in the plasma. If these transitions are at significantly different 

wavelengths, the plasma may be more optically thin than indicated by these calculations.

Fortunately, there is an experimental means o f determining whether the surface 

emission can be independently collected during and after the p ulse. B oth p lasma and 

neutral vapor emission can be accounted for experimentally by measuring the total 

emission in the viewable cone in an area where they are present. By targeting across the 

surface o f the thruster over the central electrode, the plasma and vapor contribution can 

be assessed. This method characterizes the gaseous emission throughout the pulse and is 

described in depth in Section 2.3.4.2.

3.2 Late-time Ablation

In section 1.2, reference was made to studies by Kamhawi’  ̂ and Spanjers’  ̂which 

characterized thermal issues in PPTs. Both o f these studies noted elevated p ropellant 

base temperature between pulses when the thruster operates repetitively for long 

timeframes. The thruster system comes to a thermal equilibrium determined by the 

radiation characteristics o f the thruster housing. Spanjers noted an increase in propellant 

consumption with the increase in propellant base temperature, however no i ncrease i n 

thrust. By varying the power (and therefore the propellant temperature), Spanjers showed
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a 25% increase in thruster efficiency when the propellant steady state base temperature 

dropped from 135 °C to 42 °C. The resulting hypothesis is that the base temperature o f 

the propellant governs the late-time ablation process. If this is true, then both the Isp and 

the thruster efficiency can be partially controlled by controlling the propellant base 

temperature.

Thermocouple testing on microPPTs showed a steady state temperature o f 65 °C 

for typical sustained operation (a rise o f 40 °C). It is likely that this modest rise in base 

temperature does contribute to the ablation process, hut it is difficult to quantify at this 

point. It is possible that control o f this modest rise in base temperature would result in an 

increase or decrease in surface temperature after the pulse that may be detected by 

infrared thermography. This prospect is investigated further below.

3.3 Keidar-Boyd Plasma Model of the microPPT

The Keidar-Boyd Model (K-B Model) is an end-to-end (plasma generation to 

plume far field) model specifically addressing the geometry of the microPPT with regards 

to thruster performance and spacecraft contamination issues. Development o f this model 

has progressed with significant input from experiments performed here and in related past 

research. As it stands, this research is one o f the key supports for the theoretical 

description o f the physical processes involved in PPT operation. Because o f the 

significant cooperative work between the experimental and theoretical processes, this is 

likely the best validated theoretical description o f a Teflon capacitive discharge in 

existence. Development and details o f the Keidar-Boyd Model are given in references 

30-35. The K-B model is reviewed here for completeness.

Three models are employed to investigate the complete discharge of the micro

PPT. Figure 3.11a shows a schematic o f the total theory. The first model is a first-order 

ablation model that characterizes Teflon loss to the arc. The second is a description of 

the Teflon transition through neutral vapor to plasma in several sublayers. Figure 3.11b 

shows a schematic o f this portion including the Knudsen layer (the layer in which a half

range Maxwellian distribution o f vaporized atoms turns into a full-range Maxwellian) 

and a non-equilibrium hydrodynamic layer. These layers are electrically neutral, 

however near the surface there is a space charge negative sheath. Finally, there is a
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Particle-in-Cell (PIC) description o f the plume to far field. These models use a fluid 

description o f the electrons, a direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) model o f the 

neutrals, and a PIC description o f the ions.

The ablation and plasma generation models provide boundary conditions for the 

plasma plume model.^^ This allows for a consistent description o f the plasma flow from 

the Teflon surface into the near plume. Because of this fact, the plume properties depend 

very heavily on the upstream conditions including surface temperature.

3.3.1 Plume Description

In early iterations, electron density proved to be a robust prediction even using 

local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) conditions (Figure 1.2). However, initial neutral 

density predictions showed no similarity to experimental measurements (Figure 1.4). It 

was hypothesized that the interaction o f the Knudsen and hydrodjmamic layers with the 

Teflon surface was a key parameter in the generation o f neutral vapor during the arc. 

When Saha equilibrium in the Knudsen layer is taken out o f the equation and replaced by 

non-equilibrium physics, the prediction of neutral density during the arc begins to 

resemble the experimental data.^^

Figure 3.12 shows early attempts to include non-equilibrium physics in the model. 

Parts a. and b. show the electron and neutral densities compared with experiment for a 

parameter 0 value o f 0.4. Parts c. and d. show the same for 0 = 0.5. The physical 

meaning of 0 is an electron temperature gradient from the plasma bulk to the propellant 

surface. It is the ratio o f the electron temperature at the beginning o f the ionization layer 

to the electron temperature in the plasma bulk. The inclusion o f this factor o f 0 suggests 

that the 1 arge u ncertainties i n t he e xperimental m easurements u sed f  or c omparison a re 

limiting the usefulness o f  the measurements. T herefore, new  two-color measurements 

presented in Section 4.3.1 with much smaller uncertainties are compared with the model 

predictions to show the present accuracy o f  the m odel’s plume description.

3.3.2 Surface Temperature

The surface temperature is calculated during the pulse using particle convection to 

the surface as the main heat transfer mechanism from the arc. Radiation in the ultraviolet
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may play an important role in heating and is not fully considered in these models. This is 

discussed in more depth in Section 5.2.2. Figure 3.13 shows a prediction o f the surface 

temperature as a function of thruster radius for a 6.35 mm diameter micro-PPT.^^ This 

prediction assumes a symmetric current distribution angularly across the thruster face. 

The peak temperature reached during the pulse is -900 K dropping to -820  K by the end 

o f the current pulse at 12 ps. Radial non-uniformity reflects the increased current density 

experienced near the central electrode. Since the rate o f Teflon ablation depends 

exponentially on the surface temperature, small changes in this parameter dictate 

significant changes in ablation rate which correspond to variations in the amounts of 

current carriers, ionization fraction, and neutral vapor generation throughout and after the 

discharge.

Unfortunately, while the arc is present, the IR diagnostic has not been proven able 

to measure surface temperature. Therefore, the post-pulse cooling curve is o f greater 

interest given the experimental limitations. Post-pulse cooling is currently calculated 

using heat lost through ablation only. It is possible that this will under-predict the rate o f 

cooling by neglecting heat lost through radiation from the surface and thermal conduction 

into and across the propellant face.

This post-pulse surface temperature governs neutral vapor contributing to late

time ablation. A s discussed above, there is  a possibility that a rise in propellant base 

temperature can contribute t o 1 ate-time ablation. K eidar e valuates the  Spanjers theory 

and shows that additional mass loss can he expected between pulses depending on the 

base temperature. For a base temperature of 330 °C, an additional 4 pg would be lost per 

second.^^ This is comparable to the total ablated mass per pulse in steady state operation 

o f the microPPT for a 4.35-J discharge. Keidar suggests that the base temperature can 

affect neutral particle flux from the surface, but does not affect plasma generation or ion 

flux during the discharge. To effect any significant increase in neutral flux from the 

surface, however, the base temperature must rise almost 200 °C. This level of 

temperature rise has not been shown to occur in the microPPT. A modest rise to -65  °C 

has been measured. Experimentally this temperature was measured on the outer copper 

electrode, and it is likely that the Teflon surface could have a higher temperature than that 

measured at the thermocouple location.
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Prediction o f the surface temperature up to this point has generally assumed an 

azimuthally symmetric current sheet during the microPPT discharge. This would 

conveniently a How any measurement of Ts to also be assumed azimuthally sjmimetric. 

At low energies, the development of char seems to follow this pattern (Figure 1.3). 

However, DICAM pictures o f an operating microPPT at varying energies (Figure 3.14) 

suggest that as the energy increases, the arc attachment to the outer electrode may 

become localized by the appearance o f anode or cathode spots. Angular localization o f 

the arc is called arc spoking. It is a constriction o f the current due to increased magnetic 

field strength at high currents and minimization o f arc resistance due to ohmic heating. 

This behavior has ramifications for both measurement and prediction o f surface 

temperature. Keidar investigates this phenomenon and predicts that anode spotting will 

occur at high discharge voltages while low voltages result in a diffuse discharge. Figure 

3.15 shows this as a function o f  anode voltage drop. T his a Hows p rediction o f  w hen 

spoking conditions exist and seems to be supported by the limited experimental data 

available.

The consequences o f spoking for surface temperature and ablation rate are 

explored. When the current constricts, it is assumed to do so in a linear fashion between 

the electrodes. Figure 3.16 shows a schematic o f such a constriction.^^ Within this 

constriction, the current density rises significantly, leading to an increase in ohmic 

heating of the plasma (proportional to the square o f the current density). The result is an 

increase in heat flux to a localized area o f propellant, which leads to locally high surface 

temperature and ablation rate. Because the surface temperature directly underneath the 

arc is dominated by particle convection, this area experiences the highest temperatures on 

the propellant face. Away from the arc, the heat transfer due to particle convection is 

minimal and the surface temperature is dominated by radiation from the arc. This results 

in significantly reduced temperature predictions for this region. These temperature 

differences are significant because they provide an expected range o f  surface 

temperatures dependent on arc proximity. In Section 4.5.1.3 these predictions are 

explored and compared to measurements o f surface temperature from IR thermography.
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3.3.3 Ablation and Coning

When a symmetric current sheet i s assumed, the surface t emperature and near

field plasma properties are strongly non-uniform in the radial direction. This is due to 

high current densities experienced near the central electrode. Using this assumption, the 

Keidar-Boyd model predicts a single pulse ablation profile that looks like a cone with the 

apex a 11 he c enter e lectrode. M ultiplying t his b y t he t otal n umber o f  p ulses y ields an 

ablation profile that should describe the propellant shape after a large number o f pulses. 

This prediction is compared with experimental measurements in Section 4.5.1.2.

Azimuthal non-uniformities in current density (spoking) have an impact on 

ablation rate. Localized increases in heat flux lead to locally high surface temperature 

and ablation rate. However, the surface area exposed to this increase is smaller which 

also affects total ablation rate during the pulse. Keidar uses a current density 

enhancement factor due to the non-uniformity to predict the affect on total ablation rate. 

Figure 3.17 shows this dependence. A stronger arc constriction covers smaller total area 

causing the asymptotic increase in ablation rate.

3.3.4 Recession Operation

Recession o f the propellant into the outer electrode tube presents a new set of 

parameters to consider in terms of plasma and fluid flow through the tube. For both 

plasma and neutral vapor, there will be a time-of-flight delay for material exiting the 

thruster as the propellant recesses. For neutral vapors, the density within the tube could 

conceivably be affected by formation of a boundary layer along the inner wall o f the tube. 

However, the measurable exit plane densities are lowered significantly by axial 

expansion of the vapor through the tube. For this reason, experimental measurements of 

neutral density are much more difficult to obtain compared with flush propellant 

operation. Therefore, while Keidar predicts neutral density at the exit plane o f a recessed 

thruster, these are not evaluated experimentally.

Measurements o f electron density are achievable, however, and therefore 

discussion o f the plasma behavior in the tube is relevant. The Debye length for plasma 

densities (10^^ cm'^) and temperatures (1-2 eV) typical to a microPPT discharge is on the 

order o f 0.1 pm. Such a small Debye length suggests that electron behavior will be a
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close approximation o f ion behavior in the exhaust. The question o f tube effeets on ion 

behavior is important. There are two possible expected behaviors that can affect the 

predictive capability o f the model. It is possible that ions moving within the tube with 

non-zero radial velocity can impact the tube wall. The velocity o f the ions can be large 

enough (and the sheath voltage small enough) that the ions will pass their charge to the 

wall and neutralize there. The other possibility is that the ions eould electrostatically 

reflect from the outer tube when it acts as the anode. This result would present a larger 

electron density magnitude at the exit plane of the thruster than if  the ions neutralized at 

the wall. The implieations o f this could extend beyond the accurate predietive ability o f 

the Keidar-Boyd model. If the ion reflection hypothesis holds true, it could suggest that a 

non-reversing eurrent pulse where the outer tube is the anode could increase total thruster 

ion flux, and therefore act to increase the thrust in recessed operation.
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3.4 Chapter 3 Figures
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Figure 3.1: Several Planck distribution curves for blackbody emission at relevant 
temperatures.
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Figure 3.2: Infrared spectrum of polytetraflouroethylene, 0.005 cm film thickness.55
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Figure 3.3: Teflon polymer (a.) has an asymmetric C-F stretching mode (b.) 
absorbing energy at 8.4 pm.
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Figure 3.4: Estimated Teflon emissivity for 2-12 pm.
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Figure 3.5: Expected fraction of total emission to reach the detector. The cone is 
defined by the ZnSe viewport diameter.
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Figure 3.6: Transmission response for ZnSe (a.) and Ge (b.) viewports 58
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Figure 3.7: Predicted detector calibration for a Black Body and Teflon.
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Figure 3.8: Teflon above melt temperature changes from white to transparent and 
retains a high viscosity.
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Figure 3.9: Conductive heating into the surface of a micro-PPT at 20 fxs from Eqn. 
17. Average power of .203 MW used.
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Figure 3.10: Heat transfer laterally across the surface of a micro-PPT in 200 ps due 
to conduction alone.
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Figure 3.11: Schematic of the near Teflon plasma layers from Boyd and Keidar.^’
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Figure 3.12; Electron density (a. and c.) and neutral density (b. and d.) experiment 
and predictions for 0=0.4 (a. and b.) and 0=0.5 (c. and d.).^^
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Figure 3.13; Surface temperature prediction for a 6.35 mm diameter micro-FFT.^^ 
Note that the units are in error, temperature is given in °C.
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Anode spots
Figure 3.14: Intensifled images showing arc behavior at a.) 2.3 J, b.) 5.55 J, and c.) 
6.73 J. Capacitance is 0.417 pF.
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Figure 3.15: Anode spotting is predicted at high voltages when the anode voltage 
drop reaches zero from Keidar.
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Figure 3.16: Model of arc constriction due to high discharge voltage. The red lines 
denote the arc coverage area. From Keidar.
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Figure 3.17: Ablation rate dependence on current density increase due to discharge 
non-uniformity in the azimuthal direction from Keidar.^^
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4. Experimental Results

4.1 Thruster Current and Mass Loss

Measurements o f the thruster current and mass loss are shown and analyzed here. 

Figure 4.1 shows the current pulse for a microPPT pulse representative o f that used 

during the surface temperature measurements. At the point where the current passes 

through zero, the power into the arc is zero. Electron and neutral densities as well as the 

emission measurements in the plume follow the peaks and valleys o f the power 

deposition during the pulse, although the densities do not go to zero when the current 

goes to zero between reversals.

Typical RLC circuit equations are used to analyze the current trace obtained with 

the Rogowski coil to estimate resistance and inductance, and consequently power and 

energy deposition. This analysis starts with the current,

V  — ‘ / \
I  = —2-e 2Z. sin(ty^j (22)

coL

where Vo is the initial voltage, L is the inductance, R is the resistance, t is time, and co is

1
^  = (23)

V LC 41^

with capacitance C. It is determined that a linearly increasing resistance fits the 

experimental data well. For the current trace measured with a self-integrating Rogowski 

coil, the curve-fit parameters are Vo = 1.8 kV, C = 2.98 pF, and L = 185 nH. To match 

the eurrent pulse, the resistance must vary from 30 to 60 mQ in the 20 ps o f the pulse 

duration. Figure 4.2 shows the eurrent pulse along with a fit calculated using the linearly 

increasing resistance. This allows calculation o f the arc power using P=1^R and 

integration with time provides the instantaneous energy deposited. The power deposition 

is in the megawatt range over the short duration o f  the pulse and is shown in Figure 4.3. 

The average o f this power over the pulse duration is 0.203 MW. If the instantaneous 

power is integrated over time, the energy deposition through the duration o f the pulse can 

be calculated. Using a Riemann Sum, the energy is then equal to
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E = J]PiAt (24)
i

where i is indexed over the total number o f points in the data tile. For any point in time, 

the total energy deposited is calculated by summing up to that point. Figure 4.4 shows 

the energy deposition as a function of time along with the current waveform. Essentially 

all o f the energy in the capacitor has been delivered by 20 ps after pulse initiation. 

Beyond this point there is no longer an energy source for creating electrons in the plasma. 

Since the ion-electron collision time (a good estimator o f the plasma neutralization time) 

is very short, it is reasonable to assume that the bulk o f the fluid above the surface is 

neutral gas vaporizing from the Teflon surface.

Mass loss per pulse is typically averaged over a large number o f shots to 

determine a steady state mass loss. However, over the small total shot numbers used in 

these experiments, the mass loss per pulse varies significantly. Figure 4.5 shows the 

mass lost per pulse averaged over 100, 1000, and 12000 shots. The large drop in average 

mass loss may be due to increased erosion from the copper electrodes while reaching 

steady-state operating conditions. This does show a limitation o f the time-averaged 

measurement method that may be circumvented using the time-resolved surface 

temperature measurement. Differences in the Teflon surface for these three cases are 

shown in Figure 4.6. In cases such as these where surface charring is not encountered, 

the actual surface o f the Teflon becomes smoother as the thruster face is burned in. 

However, for too many firings, the face can take on a conical shape distorting the optic 

view o f the surface slightly. To avoid this, all measurements are made in the 100 -  1200 

shot range on a microPPT.

4.2 Infrared Thermography

4.2.1 Calibrations

4.2.1.1 Voltage vs. Temperature Curve

The first requirement to demonstrate a valid calibration curve is to show that the 

heating and cooling curves for V vs. T match. The reason for this requirement is that if  

the thermocouples are measuring close to the location o f the emission measurement, and
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there are no changes to surface condition during the test, both curves should demonstrate 

the same emission. Reasons why the two curves might not match include Teflon 

expansion out o f the viewing hole (which causes a change in the optical path), targeting 

errors, material depositing on the surface o f the Teflon causing a change in emissivity, or 

possibly a permanent change in emissivity due to thermal cycling o f the Teflon. A single 

test showing a heating and cooling curve matchup indicates that there are no significant 

natural changes to the Teflon emissivity due to thermal cycling. Because o f this, failure 

to match heating and cooling curves indicates an error in the calibration process 

attributable to one o f the other problems.

If the Teflon has expanded out o f the calibration hole, the emission measurement 

will show a lower-than-expected voltage for the temperatures measured. Figure 4.7 

shows a calibration test where the Teflon extruded out o f the optical view hole (Figure 

4.7c.) during the test. This is a common failure mode for calibration tests, hut it is also 

easily identifiable. When the Teflon extrudes, the location being measured cools rapidly 

and the emission angle changes showing a sharp drop in voltage (Figure 4.7a.) that is not 

reflected in  the temperature measurement (Figure 4.7b.). This failure mode can occur 

through Teflon extrusion or simply Teflon flow out o f the calibration jig. Figure 4.8 

shows three pictures o f experimental calibrations where the Teflon behaved differently 

during the tests. In case a.), the Teflon flowed out o f the calibration hole while case b.) 

extruded out o f the hole. Case c.) shows an example o f a calibration test that stayed flat. 

The voltage vs. temperature curve for two o f these cases (a. and c.) are shown in Figure 

4.9. In the case where the Teflon flows out of the hole, the view angle and cooling 

properties o f the area being measured by the detector change significantly. The result is 

that w bile t he c alibration d uring h eating i s c orrect, t he calibration during cooling very 

obviously fails. While the temperature keeps increasing, the voltage drops significantly. 

This is a consequence o f the thermocouple measurement location no longer coinciding 

with the position being measured by the detector. It is important to note that the failure in 

this mode is easily identifiable and that the heating curves are still valid up to that point. 

In t he c ase o f  t he v alid c ooling c urve ( Figure 4.9, r ed c urve), t he p ortion that doesn’t 

match is a consequence o f the LN2 dewar running out o f liquid nitrogen.
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Section 2.3.3.1 described the apparatus and means for measuring the emissive 

difference between virgin and plasma exposed Teflon. Figure 4.10 shows a number of 

tests indicating that there is a difference between virgin and exposed Teflon, but not a 

significant difference between Teflon exposed to 100 shots o f plasma and that exposed to 

1500 shots o f plasma. The b lue t races a re t he v irgin c ases a nd t he r ed t races a re t he 

plasma exposed cases. There is a single virgin case that falls well below the other two 

shown, and it is suspected that the Teflon started to flow in that test skewing the signal. 

However, since a definite failure in that test was not recorded, it is considered in the 

uncertainty calculations below.

For the case o f only plasma-exposed tests. Figure 4.11 shows small deviation up 

to about 450 °C. This demonstrates that the optimal surface temperature exposure times 

are between 100 and 1500 shots on the face o f the microPPT. Beyond 1500 shots, the 

surface can start deforming to a natural cone shape changing the optics o f the system. 

Before 100 shots, it may still be measuring in the virgin Teflon regime.

Fitting the curves with a T  ̂ fit, the virgin Teflon case is fit by V = 3.5x10'^ T  ̂and 

the plasma exposed case is fit by V = 2.87x10'^ T^. Figure 4.15 shows selected 

calibration data points with the relevant T  ̂ fits. In the discussion sections below, 

consideration is given to actual theoretical predictions o f the calibration curve along with 

the data fits.

4.2.1.2 Geometrical Uncertainty

The calibration hole is 5.38 mm diameter. The hottest point on that circle is the 

outer edge, which is in contact with the copper plate. As heat transmits inward through 

conduction, the center o f the circle represents the lowest temperature point in the Teflon 

due to conduction time and the presence o f energy loss through radiation. The 

thermocouples are located just below the Teflon surface adjacent to the edge o f the 

copper hole.

The geometric uncertainty in the calibration curve is primarily associated with 

how well the thermocouple measurement location matches with the actual surface 

temperature at the point o f detector measurement. The thermocouples cannot measure 

the exact same location as the detector (since their different material would perturb the
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effective emissivity). The uncertainty associated with the distance between the focal 

point o f the optics and the thermocouple joint is assessed using two different methods.

The first method for determining the temperature difference is experimental. One 

o f the three thermocouples is drilled into the center o f the hole while the other two remain 

at the edges. This is shown schematically in Figure 4.12. During a calibration, this 

cannot be done because the detector can pick up emission from the hot sheath o f the 

thermocouple. A typical heating cycle for calibration is performed and the difference in 

thermocouple temperatures is monitored. Figure 4.13 shows the results o f this test. 

Throughout the heating stage, the difference between the centered thermocouple and the 

two in test locations was ~6 °C.

The second method used is thermal analysis using ANSYS'^^ code.^’ The Teflon 

cylinder located beneath the optical viewing area is modeled with a constant temperature 

load o f 808 K applied to the top comer of the cylinder. This is a higher temperature than 

is typically attainable in calibration tests. The front and back circles are allowed to 

radiate into space with a grey body emissivity o f 0.1, an approximation of the average 

emissivity b etween 2 and 12 pm. A temperature m ap o f  this model at steady state is 

shown in Figure 4.14 indicating that the difference between the heated area and the very 

center location is around 8°C. The steady state assumption is used because heating 

during calibration tests can last up to 5 hours and is applied slowly to minimize transient 

thermal effects.

Since the detector focal point is targeted somewhere within the optical circle, it is 

assumed that the more conservative o f these two estimates will apply in the uncertainty 

calculations for calibration o f the detector. Therefore a ±8 °C (±8 K) uncertainty due to 

geometrical differences (measurement locations of thermocouples and optics) is used.

4.2.1.3 Calibration Uncertainty

An upper temperature limit using this technique so far has currently been 

experienced around 770 K. The cause of the limit is Teflon deformation at elevated 

temperatures. This deformation changes the viewing angle of the Teflon and therefore 

alters the optical path sufficiently to change the light collection and change the 

calibration curves. If the Teflon does not deform, the heating and cooling curves in the
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calibration should match. This has been observed in cases at lower temperatures without 

deformation. Using the current ealibration apparatus, Teflon deformation limits the 

calibration to about 750 K.

The heating curves shown in Figure 4.10 are analyzed for average and standard 

deviation. The root-mean square standard deviation is combined with the ±0.5 mV 

limitation o f the detector to define a voltage uncertainty shown in Figure 4.15 for 

representative data points. Also shown are temperature uncertainties using the same 

method based on the thermoeouple uneertainty. For the K-type thermocouples used, 

uncertainty is ±2.2 K or .0075T, whichever is larger. The ±8 K uneertainty due to 

geometrical differences is included here.

From the fit determined in section 4.2.1.1, the temperature in Kelvin is given by

V

2.87*10 -5 + 273.15 (25)

where the V is the voltage in milliVolts. Total uncertainty can be caleulated by using the 

relations from Wheeler and Ganji.^^ The uncertainty in any variable x is calculated here 

using the root o f the sum o f the squares method. Its most general form is

cô (DA x
' 5AX;i y

(26)

In this ease, x becomes temperature or voltage, and Axi are the uncertainties associated 

with the physieal measurements made by the diagnostics. R is the relevant function and 

(0 is the uneertainty o f the denoted parameter.

For the voltage measurements made by the detector, Eqn. 26 expands to

(Ov = COAY

dV
aAv

+ CO,
5V

\2

avi y
(27)
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where (o^y is the uncertainty in the voltage measurement and cOv; is the statistical 

standard deviation from multiple calibration tests in the same configuration. The partial

5V . .
denvative for the both uncertainty terms is simply which is 1.

For t emperature, these uncertainties are plugged in and Eqn. 26 is expanded to 

become

ax
AV

\2

aAVy

/  5T
CO +

C
ax

00
aAx^ ^

(28)

where i® ih® uncertainty in the voltage measurement, is the uncertainty in the 

thermocouple measurements, and is the uncertainty due to geometrical differences in 

measurement locations. The partial derivative for the thermocouple, geometric

ax
uncertainty, and standard deviation terms is simply —  which is 1. Evaluation o f Eqn.ax
28 yields the temperature uncertainty for the calibration made in the present experimental 

configuration. In Figure 4.15, these uncertainties have been calculated and are shown on 

the selected data points with bars.

4.2.2 Teflon Emissivity and Surface Radiation

Experimental calibration curves allow a comparison o f predicted detector 

response with actual measurements. Using Eqn. 15, an estimate for the Teflon 

emissivity, s^, can be calculated. Using the IR transmission spectrum from Teflon shown 

in Figure 3.2, several vibrational features can be identified. Between 15 and 20 pm, there 

is a vibrational bending mode, which contributes to emission outside the scope o f this 

diagnostic. At 8.4 pm there is a vibrational stretching mode where the emissivity reaches 

unity. This mode is within the detectable range of the detectors and is the largest 

contributor to total signal recorded. Figure 3.3 shows the Teflon polymer (a.) and the 

stretching mode (b.) that produces this signal. While the 8.4 pm signal is  the  largest 

contributor to total detectable emission, there is an overtone at 4.4 pm produced by
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superposition o f the stretehing and bending modes in the molecule. This peak cannot be 

neglected since it occurs at higher energies and can contribute significantly at higher 

temperatures. The final contributor in the 2-12 pm range is referred to here as 

background emission. Since there are no other peaks in this range, the background 

emission is the result o f non-zero reflectivity in the infrared.

Figure 3.4 shows the prediction o f virgin Teflon emissivity in the 2-12 pm 

wavelength region without accounting for experimental calibration. This theoretical 

prediction is fit to the experimental Teflon calibration curve from above taking into 

consideration the vibrational peaks identified by IR transmission spectroscopy. It is 

important to distinguish that the emissivity shown here is only an estimate and cannot be 

taken as verified. The true emissivity is likely temperature dependent, for which this 

model fails to account. Additionally, the same level o f agreement with the experimental 

calibrations can be reached by varying the width o f the major emission lines and 

background emissivity level used in the model.

Since the outside evidence guiding the selection o f this emissivity curve provides 

a high level o f agreement with experimental measurements, there is justification for using 

this model to predict surface temperature beyond the experimental upper limits. While 

Teflon undergoes physical changes at 327 °C and 342 °C, there is no evidence to suggest 

a change in the major emissive structures at 4.4 and 8.4 pm since these are the result of 

vibrational modes present in the Polytetrafluoroethylene monomers even after the 

polymer has completely unzipped.

Figure 4.16 shows the calibration data from Figure 4.15 for both virgin and 

plasma exposed Teflon along with new lines showing the theoretical detector output 

using the emissivity estimate from above. The most significant result is that the small 

degree o f disagreement between virgin Teflon and plasma exposed Teflon can be 

explained completely through a small change in background emissivity. Figure 4.17 a. 

and b. show the difference in background emissivity required to match the observed 

difference in calibration. For the virgin case, the background emissivity is set at 0.04. 

Keeping the major emissive structures constant and reducing the background emissivity 

to 0.01 results in good agreement between the experimental data for plasma exposed 

Teflon and the modeled calibration. This degree o f agreement between virgin and plasma
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exposed T eflon c alibrations s uggests t hat t here i s v ery 1 ittle e missive c ontribution t hat 

cannot be traced to the C-F stretching mode.

This estimate o f the emissivity in the infrared region o f the spectrum allows an 

estimation o f the total radiative heat flux from the Teflon surface. The heat transferred 

away from the Teflon by radiation is described by the Stephan-Boltzmann relation:

0  = £oT ' (29)

where O is the heat flux in Watts, 8 is a constant grey-body emissivity, a  is the Stephan- 

Boltzmann constant, and T is the surface temperature. The Stephan-Boltzmann relation 

is achieved by integrating the Planck function (Eqn. 10) across all possible wavelengths. 

It is possible to use the Planck function to describe heat flux away from the surface, but 

without a w avelength d ependent e missivity estimate for wavelengths outside the range 

investigated here, that calculation would be incomplete. Instead, the Stephan-Boltzmann 

relation for a grey body can be used to estimate the total heat flux away from the surface. 

A grey body emissivity estimate is given using the Teflon emissivity calculation shown 

in Figure 4.17b to generate a voltage vs. temperature curve for expected temperatures. 

The Planck function is then used with equation 15 to calculate a voltage vs. temperature 

curve for a grey body. This grey-body emissivity is varied until a close match is 

achieved with the experimentally-validated curve. Figure 4.18 shows the comparison 

achieved with a grey body emissivity o f 0.113. This average emissivity can be used to 

calculate heat lost from the surface through radiative emission. It is important to note 

that although this emissivity estimate does have some basis in experimental results, the 

lack o f information about Teflon radiative behavior for wavelengths shorter than 2 pm 

means that this estimate could be incomplete at high temperatures (above 700 K). This 

radiation calculation will be used below to estimate total heat loss from the surface during 

the cooling period after the pulse.
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4.2.3 Propellant Surface Temperature

4.2.3.1 Noise Sources

The real-time surface temperature measurements inevitably contain a certain 

amount of eleetro-magnetie interference, or electrical “noise”. The source o f this noise 

has been identified as the sparkplug which provides seed plasma for initiation o f the main 

discharge. The sparkplug is a 0.141 inch diameter micro-PPT operated through a 

Unison^^ sparkgap and capacitive circuit designed to cause a voltage spike to the surface 

o f the unit. Exciter boxes have also been used in an effort to remove the source o f noise 

from this system, but the variants used cause excessive noise before the thruster discharge 

making it difficult to trigger the recording electronics. The current through the sparkplug 

is measured using a self-integrating Rogowski coil. Figure 4.19 shows the sparkplug 

current in yellow along with channels 2 and 4 from the IR detector. The spikes witnessed 

in the sparkplug current trace throughout the timeframe shown are mirrored by similar 

spikes in the detector voltages. This is the case in all data taken. In essence, the 

sparkplug is acting as an RF transmission antenna with the electro-magnetic noise being 

picked up by the detector circuitry. At the low voltage levels used in this experiment, 

typical filtering and shielding techniques are ineffective at removing this noise from the 

measurement.

Using the optical shield discussed above, data are taken without emission 

measurement for comparison. Figure 4.20 shows a typical data shot without an emission 

measurement highlighting a significant noise contribution during the pulse. This shot 

shows a measurement zero in all areas where electronic noise is not present. Note that 

even the noise at 60 ps is present in this pulse. A possible solution to this noise problem 

is to operate with an optical scheme that significantly increases the output voltage, thus 

increasing the signal-to-noise ratio for the measurement. For future work, a revised 

optical configuration is suggested to allow for a larger signal-to-noise ratio that would  

alleviate this problem.

4.2.3.2 Plume Contribution

By measuring the plume emission alone we are able to infer what the contribution 

o f the plasma is during the discharge. By noting where the plume contribution ends, a
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timeframe for possible surface viewing can effectively be determined. Figure 4.21 shows 

measurements with the IR detectors with the focal point located at varying distances 

above the fuel face. This geometry is shown in Figure 2.21a. For these data, the focal 

point is located at 1, 3, 5, and 7 mm above the fuel face. O f note is the magnitude 

increase from 1 to 3 mm. This is a repeatable signal increase. Also, the signal from the 

plume drops to zero throughout the discharge by 5 mm from the fuel face indicating that 

the plume expansion at that distance has limited the total emission to below that which 

the detectors can sense. These measurements are all in terms of voltage since calibration 

with t he p lasma and n eutral v apor i s n ot a vailable. However, they show a significant 

result. The plume signal stops contributing to the total emission at or before the end of 

the current pulse. This justifies the use o f the detectors for surface temperature after the 

current pulse is complete.

4.2.3.3 Arc Location

The spatial resolution o f the detector in these experiments is limited to the 

detector size as imaged on the propellant face. Since the optics are configured for 1:1 

magnification, t he detector only sees 80-pm x 80-pm of surface area. This is a small 

fraction of the total propellant area exposed to the effects o f the arc. Figure 3.14 shows 

DICAM images o f a microPPT firing at a.) 2.3 J, b.) 5.55 J, and c.) 6.73 J. These firings 

used a 0.417 pF capacitor with the central electrode as the cathode. The discharge 

voltages are then a.) 3300 V, b.) 5200 V, and c.) 5700 V. The trend observed is that at 

low discharge voltages, there is a greater likelihood o f a symmetrical discharge across the 

propellant face. At the higher energies the emission suggests that anode spots form on 

the outer electrode which indicates the possibility o f current constriction across portions 

o f the propellant face. This has implications for the surface temperature measurements 

taken here. These are discussed in Section 5.1.2.2.

4.2.3.4 Surface Temperature Measurements

Uncalibrated measurements o f the fuel face emission demonstrate that it is 

possible to view the actual Teflon emission after the current ends. Figure 4.22 shows a 

typical measurement o f the fuel face shown with the most significant measurement in the 

plume (focus located 3 mm above the surface). The blue line shows the subtraction of
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the two and the green line demonstrates energy deposition during the arc. Note that at 

-40  ps (86% energy deposited) the signal from the plume ends. However, the view o f 

the fuel face s till s hows an  appreciable s ignal o ut t o - 1  GO ps. T his i s a k ey p oint i n 

validating this diagnostic. After the plume has stopped contributing to the signal, there is 

sufficient signal remaining to suggest that an actual surface temperature measurement is 

being made. An 11-point smoothing scheme is applied to the data to remove as much 

high-frequency noise as possible.

Additionally, an indication o f the repeatability o f this signal is shown in Figure 

4.23. Five firings are co-plotted under the same conditions. During the timeframe where 

there is significant contribution from the plasma, the peak structure and magnitudes are 

the same for every shot. However, after the plasma has died down, the response varies 

significantly. From one perspective, this behavior is to be expected in terms o f spoking 

properties within the thruster itself.

Figure 4.24 shows a smoothed set o f data illustrating the obvious ability o f the 

detector to see the fuel face after the pulse has ended. The current trace in yellow ends 

just as the surface signal in blue becomes readable. Also, the plume signal (red) fails to 

contribute measurable emission after the current pulse ends. This is consistent with all 

data sets showing that once the current has stopped flowing in the thruster, emission from 

the plasma and noise attributed to thruster EMI stop contributing to the voltage read at 

the detector.

A s ingle s et o f  data is analyzed here to demonstrate the data reduction process 

used. Figure 4.25 shows the surface conditions before conditioning and after testing. 

The thruster was conditioned for 200 pulses while the detector was shielded from 

viewing the face. After conditioning, the testing took some 50 additional shots. Figure

4.26 shows a set o f 14 consecutive data shots from this test in the voltage domain without 

reduction. These data show significant noise during the pulse with some indication o f the 

general measurement trend after the pulse. This may be caused by sparkplug noise. 

There is a second noise blip around 60 ps after initiation o f the pulse. To see the general 

trends in  the data, an  11-point smoothing routine is run on the measurements. Figure

4.27 shows the smoothed data highlighting acceptable data after the discharge has 

completed around 26 ps.
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Figure 4.28 shows the same 14 shots converted to the temperature domain and 

digitally filtered with a low-pass filter cutting off frequencies above 300 kHz. This filter 

removes the bulk o f the noise both during and after the pulse, although the noise at 60 ps 

shows up as a bump on the measurement.

Figure 4.29 shows the pulse with the highest surface temperature at 26 ps (pulse 

20), and co-plots this data with the current trace. Since the optical thickness o f the 

plasma is insufficiently described, it is impossible to make any definitive conclusions 

regarding measurements taken while the plasma is present. Therefore all data before the 

end o f the current pulse are disallowed. Figure 4.29 shows surface temperature 

uncertainty bars that are calculated using the procedure described in Section 4.2.1.3. The 

line drawn at 26 ps shows where acceptable data begins.

Figure 4.30 shows data from 20 ps to about 90 ps. This set shows the transition 

to acceptable data along with the spread o f results obtained through the 14 pulses 

observed. These measurements are averaged together and the standard deviation is 

calculated. The standard deviation becomes another term in the uncertainty calculation 

from Eqn. 28. The average and total uncertainty of the 14 pulses is shown in Figure 4.31.

Figure 4.32 shows the cooling curves o f two individual pulses (Pulses 19 and 20). 

These two are selected because they are near the coolest and highest temperatures 

observed during the set. A significant temperature difference is observed between the 

individual pulses. This difference is attributed to unpredictable changes in the surface- 

discharge arc location from shot-to-shot. This problem is discussed in Section 5.1.2.2.

4.2.3.5 Vapor Pressure and Post Pulse Performance

Surface temperature data can be used to calculate a Teflon vapor pressure leading 

to an  estimate fo r mass loss and expected impulse bit. Figure 4.33 shows the current 

pulse and surface temperature for shot 20. The timeframe 25-40 ps is expanded and a 

pressure calculation is shown. The natural vapor pressure o f heated Teflon is given by 

Wentink'^^ (Figure 1.8) and later described by Turchi.^'^’̂  The mathematical description of 

this curve is

- V
Peq = Pc^ (30)
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where peq is the equilibrium vapor pressure o f Teflon, pc and Tc are characteristic 

pressure and temperature values respectively, and Ts is the surface temperature. In this 

case, Pc = 1.84xlO'^N/m^ and Tc = 20,815 Combining this estimate o f  the vapor 

pressure with the measured surface temperature gives a time dependent pressure 

calculation relevant to neutral vapor generation after the pulse. Since the pressure is 

logarithmically dependent on the surface temperature, small changes in temperature data 

can result in large differences in pressure. The uncertainty shown is based only on the 

uncertainty in the temperature measurement. There is no information available for the 

pressure measurement uncertainty from the Wentink experiments.

The pressure can be used to calculate the impulse bit gained from the post-pulse 

neutral vapor generation. Assuming a symmetrical current sheet, the exposed Teflon 

propellant area is 2.13x10'^ m^. Combined with the pressure, this gives an instantaneous 

force on the propellant face due to the vapor pressure. Integrating this through the 

measurement time yields the impulse accumulated through the ablative cooling process. 

Figure 4.34 shows this with typical error bars. The total calculated impulse bit from post

pulse neutral generation is 1.1±0.5 pN-s with the largest contribution occurring before 40 

ps.

The ideal gas law can be used to calculate the total number o f particles liberated 

per unit volume.

T

n = - ^ e  (31)
kT,

where k is the Boltzmann constant (1.38x10'^^ J/K). Figure 4.35 shows the post-pulse 

neutral density calculated from Eqn. 31. Assuming that after the current pulse each 

particle liberated is a CF2 monomer, the average particle mass is 50 AMU. Multiplying 

this value by Avogadro’s number gives a molecular weight of 8.3x10'^^ grams/particle. 

Using calculations for thermal evaporation common to particle vapor deposition*^^, the 

surface temperature and vapor pressure can be related to a molecular flux through'’̂

Peq (32)
.^/2mnkT^

where m is the molecular weight, k is the Boltzmann constant, peq is the equilibrium 

vapor pressure, and Tg is the surface temperature. This relationship is derived from the
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Clausius-Clapeyron equation. The molecular flux, F, is the number o f molecules 

liberated from the surface per unit area per unit time. Using the data from Pulse 20 above 

and assuming that the surface temperature measured is representative o f the total surface 

temperature, the molecular flux can be multiplied by the propellant surface area and 

integrated through time to yield a total molecular evaporation and therefore a total post

pulse mass loss. Figure 4.36 shows the integration o f the mass loss (and molecular 

evaporation) through time with typical uncertainties. The total mass lost through post

pulse evaporation is 1.2±0.6 pg. If this is compared with the average mass lost per pulse 

after 12,000 pulses from Figure 4.6c (5.2 pg/pulse), then the post pulse mass as a 

percentage o f the total mass lost is 23±11%. The mass loss from the 12,000-pulse case is 

used because the mass loss from the 100 and 1000 pulse cases likely reflect starting 

transients. Note that the assumption o f the measured surface temperature across the 

propellant face does not necessarily apply well due to arc spoking. When the averaged 

temperature and uncertainties from Figure 4.31 are used, the mass loss drops to 

0.0176±0.046 pg. This discrepancy is discussed further in Section 5.

It is also useful to estimate an exhaust velocity for these neutral particles 

evaporated after the pulse. It is assumed that since there is no energy source after the 

pulse, the surface temperature (Ts) is also the temperature o f the evaporated gas just 

above the surface. Using the atomic mass from above, the specific gas constant, R, is 

calculated as 166 J/kg-K. Assuming that the Teflon vapor is a thermally and calorically 

perfect gas and that the gas temperature is the same as the Teflon surface, the speed of 

sound for that gas is a = -^yRT . If the CFi molecule is assumed to not vibrate, then it 

has 3 translational and 3 rotational degrees o f  freedom. T h is  gives a ratio o f specific 

heats o f y=(6+2)/6 or 1.33. Estimating the diameter o f the CF2 molecule as ~3 A, the 

cross sectional area, ct, is calculated as 7.07x10'^'^ m^. Since this is a neutral gas, a billiard 

ball approximation for the cross-section applies. Using the neutral density calculated 

from Eqn. 31, a mean free path can be calculated using

1
= -----  (33)

n„a
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At the start o f Pulse 20, the mean free path is 8.7 pm. Taking the thruster diameter 

(0.00635 m) as a characteristic length, the Knudsen number is then about 10'^, well 

within the collision-dominated regime. At about 40 ps the Knudsen number reaches 1, 

suggesting that a kinetic gas description may apply thereafter. However, because the 

neutral vapor is dense until then, a fluid dynamic centered expansion wave approximation 

is used to estimate the expected exhaust velocity.

It was suggested by Burton to use the Method of Characteristics as applied to 

unsteady flow by Anderson*^^ to describe a centered expansion wave. Along a 

characteristic, the value of

2a
U +  -

y - 1
= const. (34)

where u is the expansion wave velocity and a is the local speed of sound. This can be 

modified to give a ratio o f the local sound speed anywhere in the flow to the location 

where the local wave velocity is equal to the sound speed (Mach number = 1 ). This is 

given by

1 -

y - 1 u
•1 (35)

where & 4 denotes the location of unity Mach number. Taking the surface temperature as 

the gas temperature at the surface and averaging from 25 until 40 ps, an average gas 

temperature o f 740 K is calculated. Using isentropic relations, the gas temperature at the 

point where M=1 is calculated as 635 K. This translates to an a4 value o f 375 m/s. Eqn 

35 can be manipulated through the isentropic relations to give a density ratio of

2

P a
1

y - 1 u
■1

r - i

(36)

where p  is the local gas density and pa, is the density where M =l. A density weighted 

average for the expansion wave velocity can be calculated by numerically integrating

_  j/Tudx
u =

jpd>
(37)
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where the integral o f yodx gives the total mass. The technique used to perform this 

integral is to use the following relation from Anderson, which is a property o f the Method 

o f Characteristics

/  .. 1 ^
X =  t Y -1

V

u - a .  H u
2

(38)

where t is the time and x is the axial location o f the local wave velocity. The integrals in 

Eqn. 37 can be transformed into velocity integrals by taking the derivative o f Eqn. 38. 

This gives

v +1
dx = t^^^—du (39)

When this is substituted into the two integrals in Eqn. 37, the integral is performed from 

& 4 to Umax- The time term is a constant in both integrals and therefore drops out. Since 

the background pressure is a vacuum, the density will decrease as the gas expands 

allowing a transition to supersonic velocities without a source o f energy. Ultimately, the 

numerical solution to Eqn 37 is u=1.75a4. Using & 4 from above, the average velocity 

from the centered expansion wave approximation is -655 m/s. This yields an kp of -6 0  s 

for the post-pulse exhaust contribution. Combining this with the mass loss estimated 

from Eqn. 32, a total impulse bit from the post pulse ablation can be calculated again. 

The impulse bit estimated from this technique is 0.8±Q.4 pN-s. This is within the 

uncertainty o f the impulse bit calculated from the surface pressure o f 1. 1±0.5 pN-s.

These impulse bit values can be compared with the calculated electro-magnetic 

impulse bit. The electromagnetic impulse bit' is calculated by

= U ' J r d t  (40)

where I is the current measured with the rogowski probe and L' is defined by

(41)1 fr 3 In— -h
T 4 /2n

v7where po is the permeability o f free space (471x10' H/m) and ro and q are the outer and 

irmer electrode radii respectively. Using the current pulse measured for Pulse 20 yields 

an expected electro-magnetic (EM) impulse bit o f 19 pN-s. There is also an electro

thermal (ET) impulse bit contributed during the pulse from neutral vapor. Without
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accurate thrust data for the 6.35 mm microPPT or surface temperature data during the 

pulse, this is difficult to estimate, but it is likely to add significantly to the total impulse 

bit. Assuming no ET contribution, the late-time neutral vapor generated can contribute a 

maximum of 8% of the total thrust. This is probably a significant overprediction and is 

discussed further in Seetion 5.

4.3 Measured Plasma Properties

4.3.1 Electron and Neutral Densities

Figure 4.37 shows the r esults o ftw o-color i nterferometry fo r the  c ase o f  a 6 J 

discharge with a 0.417-pF capacitor. At 2 ps, peak electron density is 8.7±1.0xl0’  ̂cm'^ 

and peak neutral density is 9.8±1.8xlO'^ cm ^ This data demonstrates the measurements 

and instrument resolutions achievable with this diagnostic. Also shown is a current pulse 

for these measurements. The densities shown are averaged over 20 firings o f the micro

PPT with uncertainties determined by the standard deviations o f those firings. From this 

two-color data is calculated ionization fraction (Figure 4.38) by assuming single 

ionization and using Eqn. 9. The ionization fraction oscillates slightly around 0.09. The 

uncertainty increases as the density signals decrease, but early in the pulse, it is ±0.018.

The uncertainties for these measurements and calculations are determined starting 

from Eqn. 26. Modifying this general form to  accommodate two-color interferometry 

leads to

= CO. +
r J

CO. (42)
b J

CO. -I-
r J

CO,,
b j

(43)

where is the total uncertainty for a given density measurement, 0)A<t)i is the uneertainty 

limitation due to the detector , Ux is density (ne for electrons, nn for neutrals), and A(j)i is 

phase shift (A(j)r for the infrared frequency, A(|)b for the blue frequency). This reduces to 

the uncertainty equations for rie and (in MKS-radians). Plugging in ±0.5° for (OA,|,r and
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(OA(j)b gives a single shot uncertainty for electrons C0ne= ±2.80x10''* cm’̂ . Likewise, for the 

neutrals, C0nn= ±1.14xl0'^ cm‘̂ .

Although this serves as adequate for single firings o f the micro-PPT, actual 

analysis typically takes multiple numbers of pulses to characterize the operating envelope 

o f these thrusters since they are dominated by shot-to-shot irreproducibility. The total 

uncertainty from a statistical viewpoint is

An,,, = (44)

where Anvibs is the uncertainty due to vibrations and Anppj is the shot-to-shot variation of 

the PPT in question. Typically PPT operation results in the shot-to-shot uncertainty 

defining an operating envelope for the thruster. This is where focusing of the beams onto 

the detector active area plays a significant role in reduction o f uncertainty. On a shot-to- 

shot basis, if  the detectors are forced to sample the same location in the plume, a more 

accurate measurement o f the relative phase shifts for the different laser frequencies is 

obtained. The end result is an uncertainty that is much improved over that shown in 

Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.4.

After about 50 ps, mechanical vibrations begin to catch up to the thruster 

irreproducibility and can grow to overwhelm any neutral signal after the pulse. The 

Herriott Cell was introduced to combat this effect by increasing the signal-to-noise ratio 

o f the system. It has failed to produce results on a micro-PPT to this point. For this 

reason, only measurements o f densities within the timeframe of the pulse are presented.

Finally, the uncertainty in calculated ionization fraction is given by

8a Sn„ +
\2

8n (45)

where the Srie and Sn„ are the electron and neutral density uncertainties defined by 

standard deviations over at least 20 firings.
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4.3.2 Electron Densities with Propellant Reeession

Measurements o f electron density are shown in Figure 4.39 for flush and recessed 

propellant locations. The red curve shows measurements from the flush case as shown in 

Figure 2.26. The green curve shows the electron density measurements when the 

propellant is recessed 50 mm into the outer tube. The blue curve shows the case where 

spherical expansion o f the exhaust is permitted for 50 mm with the propellant flush with 

the thruster exit plane. For all three cases, the central electrode is the high voltage 

cathode with firing occurring at 6 J. The significant difference in magnitude between the 

blue and green traces indicates that propellant recession into the outer electrode tube does 

increase directed plasma flux away from the propellant face. It also indicates that 

although there is an initial delay time associated with the distance from the propellant 

face to the exit plane o f the microPPT, the o f the electron density pulse fades with the end 

o f the current pulse. This is true for both recession and flush propellant locations.

4.4 Propellant Recession Profile

As the thruster is repetitively fired, the Teflon propellant recesses back into the 

outer electrode tube. T he profile o f  this recession is roughly conical due to increased 

current density near the central electrode. Figure 2.27 shows a cutaway o f a microPPT 

fired at 6 J for 6 hours at 1 Hz. The outer copper electrode was removed using nitric 

acid, and the Teflon was then shaved away carefully using a razor blade. The axis shown 

is from the Datathief program^^ to attempt measurements o f the actual ablation profile. 

Figure 4.40 shows these measurements along with a prediction by Keidar’s model. 

Agreement is fairly close, the red and black curves are the experimental measurements 

from both above and below the central electrode. The green is the prediction by Keidar. 

The experimental measurements have some uncertainty not shown due to positioning of 

the axes on the picture. This uncertainty in the y-direction is ~± 0.3 mm. The x-direction 

is more aeeurately measured with an uncertainty o f ~± 0.1 mm. Both the predicted depth 

and profile are close to those measured experimentally.
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4.5 Model Results and Comparison

4.5.1 Keidar-Boyd Model

4.5.1.1 Thruster Plume

Development and details o f the Keidar Boyd Model (K-B Model) are given in  

references 30-35. Figure 4.41 shows predictions from the K-B Model for a.) electron and 

b.) neutral density during the discharge o f the microPPT compared with the experimental 

measurements shown in Figure 4.37. The experimental uncertainties have been reduced 

significantly allowing a more exact comparison with theoretical predictions. Presently, 

both electron and neutral density predictions show a peak structure that follows power 

deposition to the arc. Simulation matches the experimental measurements extremely well 

indicating that any further refinement o f the theory must move to description o f small 

details that are not being modeled quite correctly.

Predictions o f recession electron density are shown in Figure 4.42 compared with 

measurements from interferometry. In this plot, several hypotheses are being tested 

against the experimental data. The green trace shows an expected neutral density which 

is not measured experimentally. The red trace shows electron density with an assumption 

o f ion reflection from the outer tube when it is the anode. The blue trace is the electron 

density using ion neutralization against the outer tube throughout the discharge. The 

black trace is the experimental data shown in Figure 4.39 (green trace). The delay times 

are close, but the assumption o f ion neutralization against the outer tube causes 

significant underprediction o f the electron density magnitude throughout the pulse. In the 

case where ion reflection from the anode is assumed, the electron density magnitude 

matches well with experiment. However, the electron density signal does not decay at 

the same time as experimental data. The implications o f this are discussed in Section 

5.2.I.2.

4.5.1.2 Propellant Ablation and Coning

Modeling o f the ablation process typically assumes a symmetric current sheet 

across the face o f the thruster. The K-B model states that Joule heating is the primary 

source o f heat flux to the propellant. Since the current density is highest at the central
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electrode, the ablation profile will depend on the radius. The calculated ablation depth 

for a single pulse (Figure 4.43) shows this dependence. The expected reeession depth is 

at a maximum near the central electrode. By multiplying this ablation depth by the 

number o f pulses, the total recession depth is calculated.

Figure 2.27 shows a cutaway o f a microPPT fired at 6 J for 6 hours at 1 Hz. 

Figure 4.40 shows these measurements along with a prediction by Keidar’s model. 

Agreement is fairly close, the red and black curves are the experimental measurements 

from both above and below the central electrode. The green is the prediction by Keidar. 

The experimental measurements have some uncertainty not shown due to positioning of 

the axes on the picture. This uncertainty in the y-direction is ~± 0.3 mm. The x-direction 

is more accurately measured with an uncertainty o f ~± 0.1 mm. Both the predicted depth 

and profile are close to those measured experimentally.

4.5.1.3 Surface Temperature

Figure 4.44 shows a K-B Model prediction o f the surface temperature both near 

and far from a theoretical arc spoke location. “Near” refers to surface temperature from 

an area that w as directly underneath the current constriction. “Far” refers to a distant 

section o f propellant face that only sees radiation effects. T hese tw o predictions then 

provide the maximum and minimum temperatures expected during the cooling phase. 

They also constitute an expected distribution o f cooling curves based on proximity to the 

arc location.

Figure 4.45 shows comparison of both curves to the averaged data shown in 

Figure 4.31 above. The expected cooling corridor from the prediction is close to the 

statistical spread o f the experimental data. O f particular importance is immediately post

pulse the experimental and predicted surface temperatures are close to the same range. 

The experimental cooling profile is similar to the predicted profile, but cools faster. The 

K-B Model uses only ablation at a heat removal mechanism from the propellant face. By 

omitting radiation from the surface and thermal conduction into the surface, their 

prediction cools at a slower rate than is measured. The experimental data suggests that 

radiation and thermal conduction mechanisms should be included for a more accurate 

cooling curve prediction.
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Keidar’s specific predictions concerning surface temperature near and far from 

arc constriction can be evaluated by comparison with single pulses that mark the highest 

and lowest temperatures measured. It is thought that a temperature measurement made in 

a location directly under the constriction will have the highest temperature post-pulse 

cooling curve and that one far from the constriction (i.e. heated only by radiation) will 

have the lowest temperature cooling curves observed. Any spread between these values 

reflects changes in proximity to the actual constriction location. Figure 4.46 shows 

comparison o f a.) the highest temperature cooling curve from the data set (pulse 20 

shown in Figure 4.32) compared with the surface temperature predicted for an area 

covered by the arc constriction. Part b.) shows a comparison o f the lowest temperature 

cooling curve from the data set (pulse 19 from Figure 4.32) compared with the surface 

temperature predicted for an area far from the arc constriction. The difference in these 

measurements suggests that the arc was moving randomly around the propellant face 

during testing. This is not conclusive proof. Two-dimensional imaging o f the propellant 

face in the LWIR would be required to positively assess constriction location on a shot- 

to-shot basis. However, since there is no other evidence available on the spoke locations 

during firing, the theoretical predictions are the only viable check that the diagnostic is 

measuring expected temperatures in real-time.
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4.6 Chapter 4 Figures
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Figure 4.1: Typical current trace for microPPT operation in these tests (4.35 J).
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of measured and calculated current with linearly varying 
resistance.
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Figure 4.3: Power deposition from the capacitor using the current and estimated 
resistance.
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Figure 4.4: Energy deposition during a typical microPPT firing
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Figure 4.5: Mass Loss per pulse from average mass loss over varying number of 
shots at 4.35 J.

Figure 4.6: Teflon surface after a.) 100 shots, b.) 1000 shots, and c.) 12000 shots at 
4.35 J.
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Figure 4.7; A calibration run where the Teflon extruded out of the optical hole. It is 
easy to identify where the signal is disrupted.

Figure 4.8: Teflon a.) flows and b.) extrudes though the calibration hole. In one case 
c.) it remained flat.
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Figure 4.9: Calibration curves for cases where deformation occurs (blue) and does 
not (red).
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Fignre 4.10: Calibration tests for virgin and plasma exposed Teflon.
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Figure 4.11: Plasma exposed calibration curves for varying plasma exposures.
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Figure 4.12: Teflon plate used for calibration tests showing typical thermocouple 
location for testing and a centered thermocouple to characterize the temperature 
gradient.
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Figure 4.13: A heating test with a centered thermocouple shows a measured
difference of ~6°C when compared with the standard testing location.
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Temperature (K)

Figure 4.14: ANSYS results for temperature gradients assuming steady heat flow in 
and steady radiation out of the top and bottom surfaces. A maximum difference of 
8° is shown
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Figure 4.15: Difference between virgin and plasma exposed Teflon calibrations 
along with fits. Representative data points shown.
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Figure 4.16: Experimental calibration data with Hts shown with theoretical 
predictions of the calibration using the Teflon emissivity estimate.
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Figure 4.17: Estimated a.) virgin Teflon emissivity and b.) plasma exposed Teflon 
emissivity for 2-12 pm wavelengths.
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Figure 4.18: Detector voltage comparison for the Teflon emissivity estimate from 
plasma exposed Teflon and a grey body with emissivity 0.113.
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Figure 4.19: Detector noise in both channels is caused by current spikes in the 
sparkplug ( yellow). T he s parkplug c auses E MI t hat i s u navoidable a t these low 
detector voltages.
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Figure 4.20: A typical thruster firing with optical shield in place to block detection 
of the IR emission and show just the electrical noise.
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Figure 4.21: Plume signals observed at varying distances from the fuel face.
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Figure 4.22: Plume and surface response with energy deposition over time.
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Figure 4.23: Five voltage measurements viewing the thruster face illustrate signal 
repeatability during the pulse with variation after ~30 ms.
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.24: Comparison of surface and plume measurements in a micro-PPT. 4.35
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Figure 4.25: The thruster face a.) before conditioning and testing and b.) after 
testing. The targeting location is shown on the right. The following data 
corresponds to the surface conditions of this face.
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Figure 4.26:14 consecutive shots on a microPPT at 4.35 J not reduced
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Figure 4.27: 14 shots from Figure 4.26 with 11-point smoothing shows trends, but 
also still has significant noise.

Figure 4.28: 14 shots are filtered with a 300 kHz cutoff frequency. These data are 
also shown in the temperature domain.
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Figure 4.29: Measurement from pulse 20. During current reversal it is unknown 
whether the surface is measured. Therefore acceptable data begins at 20 ps.
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Figure 4.30: Cooling curves from 14 pulses shown together.
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Figure 4.31: Average of the 14 pulses in Figure 4.30 with typical uncertainty bars 
calculated by standard deviation.
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Figure 4.32: Single pulse cooling data from pnlses 19 and 20 showing individual 
measurement uncertainty for these cases.
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Figure 4.33: Measurement of the cooling curve allows calculation of the Teflon 
vapor pressure after the pulse.
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Figure 4.34; Post-pulse impulse bit contribution from neutral Teflon vapor pressure 
is calculated using the pressure shown in Figure 4.33.
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Figure 4.35: Expected post pulse neutral density for Pulse 20 is calculated using the 
Ideal Gas Law.
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Figure 4.36: Total number of molecules and mass evaporated based on the surface 
temperature measurement of Pulse 20.
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Figure 4.37: Separation of electron and neutral density for a 6.35 mm DIA
MicroPPT with 0.415 pF capacitance fired at 6 J.
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Figure 4.38: Ionization fraction calcniated from electron and neutral densities.
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Figure 4.39: Measurements of electron density for the cases shown in Figure 2.26. 
6.35 mm microPPT fired at 6 J with 0.415 jj,F capacitor.
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Figure 4.40: The dependence of the recession depth on the radial position within the 
tube after 6 h of firing and comparison with experimental profile. 6 J
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Figure 4.41: Electron (a) and neutral (b) density distribution. Model prediction is in 
red.
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Figure 4.42: Model predictions for electron density (with and without ion 
reflection) and neutral density for propellant recession of 50 mm. The experimental 
results are shown in black for comparison.
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Figure 4.43: Ablation depth after a single pulse.33
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Figure 4.44: Surface temperature predictions both within and outside a theoretical 
arc spoke.
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Figure 4.45: The predictions shown in Figure 4.44 are compared with the averaged 
measurements from Figure 4.31. Note that valid experimental data begins at 25 ps.
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Figure 4.46: Comparison of predicted surface temperature a.) within an arc 
constriction to pulse 20 which showed the highest cooling temperature of the data 
set. Part b.) shows the prediction far from the arc constriction location with Pulse 
19 which showed the lowest cooling temperature of the data set.
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5. Discussion

5.1 Infrared Thermography as a PPT Diagnostic

The results from above show that IR photovoltaic detectors are currently capable 

o f measuring surface temperature in real-time after the current pulse o f a PPT ends. 

Theoretical predictions match experimental calibrations with heated Teflon and the 

cooling measurements on operating thrusters agree with temperatures expected after the 

pulse. This section discusses the utility and limitations o f the theory derived to describe 

detector voltages, the known issues with data collected here, and physical limitations of 

the diagnostic.

5.1.1 Utility and Limitations of IR Theory

The ability to predict the voltage output o f the HgCdTe detectors hinges on 

obtaining an estimate o f the material emissivity over all wavelengths being measured. 

All o ther p arameters t hat c ontribute t o t he s ignal m agnitude a re e asily m easured. F or 

many materials, a wavelength dependent emissivity is not available. This is true for 

Teflon, and only the availability o f t h e I R  spectroscopy data from  DuPont allowed an  

estimate o f the emissivity to be made. Note that the emissivity o f Teflon is also probably 

temperature dependent, but with the information available, no estimate o f that 

dependence can be made.

The thermographic theory summed up by Eqn. 15 highlights possible methods to 

improve the diagnostic significantly. The main deficiency in  these experiments is  the 

extremely low signal voltage. It is so low that normally un-intrusive noise sources such 

as the sparkplug become major contributors to the noise. To increase the signal-to-noise 

ratio, several techniques are available.

The detector active area can be made slightly larger enabling more photon 

collection. H owever, t his is limited by the fact that the detector rise-time is inversely 

proportional to the active area. Minor improvements are available through this change, 

but time-response can be negatively affected if  the active area becomes too large. 

Likewise, differently doped detector materials can provide somewhat higher responsivity
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in the wavelengths o f interest, b ut t he H gCdTe d etectors u sed h ere a re 1 ikely t he b est 

available for this application.

Significant increases in signal magnitude can be achieved by increasing the 

viewable solid angle determined by the Newtonian telescope. While we use a 6-inch 

concave mirror to maximize photon collection, the limiting factor is actually the diameter 

o f the ZnSe window on the side of the vacuum tank. Because of this limitation, the value 

o f 0 in Eqn 15 has been limited to -3°. If 0 is increased to 15° through use o f a larger 

window, then a lOx increase in signal-to-noise ratio can be achieved. This would bring 

the expected voltage signals during calibration out o f the 10 mV range and up into the 

100 mV range. Sparkplug noise would cease to be a concern, and the temperature 

uncertainty for the diagnostic would decrease significantly.

5.1.2 Issues with Data Collected

5.1.2.1 Charring and Surface Topology

One o f the main concerns when operating this diagnostic is the condition o f the 

surface being measured. When the thruster is operating in the expected regime, no 

surface char develops. However, in the cases where char does develop, even slightly, the 

calibration based on clean Teflon fails to apply. Char changes both the emissivity (black 

vs. clean white) and the surface roughness. In light o f this, every effort must be made to 

prevent char from occurring during testing.

The Teflon samples created for calibration to a plasma-exposed surface are 

operated in a different geometry than the microPPT. While this is not expected to be an 

issue, the microPPT does experience some operational differences that can affect 

temperature measurements. The microPPT experiences an elevated current density 

around the central electrode due to its geometry. This results in the formation of a small 

concavity in the Teflon immediately surrounding the central electrode early in the 

operational 1 ife o f  the m icroPPT. T he b eginnings o f  this c an b e seen after 50 pulses. 

When the IR detectors are targeted at the fuel face, they must not be focused within this 

region. The concavity formed effectively changes the viewing angle rendering the 

calibration useless. Likewise, it can take as many as 5,000 pulses for this concavity to 

extend across the entire fuel radius. For this reason, this diagnostic is limited to
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temperature measurements on the microPPT between 20 and 5,000 pulses. On a standard 

parallel plate PPT, the IR diagnostic is more universally applicable because the propellant 

face tends to remain relatively flat. However, even parallel plate PPTs show significant 

Teflon deformation during extended operation. Therefore, it is critical that the thruster 

surface must be both flat and in clean (uncharred) condition before and after the 

application o f this diagnostic to ensure accurate temperature measurements.

These requirements limit the usefulness o f the IR diagnostic in its current form. 

As it stands, this diagnostic cannot be used to measure surface temperature when the 

propellant face is recessed into the outer electrode o f the microPPT. Char temperature 

could conceivably be characterized by calibration, but the char amount and shading (on a 

scale between Teflon white and carbon black) will vary the emissive contribution 

significantly.

This is also the case with the copper o f the center and outer conductors. 

Temperature measurements could be calibrated to the copper, but great care must be 

exercised to be sure that the emissivity o f the copper does not change during the pulse. 

Generally this disallows using a large number of pulses for a statistical sampling since the 

copper becomes pitted and can change from shiny to dark over 10-20 pulses. For single 

pulse characterization, copper temperatures can be achieved.

5.1.2.2 Arc Spoking Issues

MicroPPT operation, and indeed the operation o f any PPT is typified by an 

expected level o f non-repeatability from pulse to pulse. In past experimental 

measurements o f any type, most data are averaged over large numbers o f pulses with 

standard deviations demonstrating the operating envelope for the property being 

investigated. While this statistical approach is attractive as a possible method for 

characterizing the operational envelope for thruster surface temperature, limitations in the 

spatial resolution o f  the detector require a careful assessment o f  whether such a 

description is appropriate.

An obvious reason for caution is that operation o f the microPPT is typified by an 

asymmetrical current sheet that can condense into a plasma spoke during repeated firing. 

Figure 3.14 shows DICAM pictures o f three individual firings with the camera
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integration over 20 )as. The three cases are at different energies, but illustrate different 

possibilities for current distribution over the face o f the microPPT. If we assume that 

emission is an indicator o f current location, then a.) seems to show a broadly distributed 

current path over a significant portion o f the propellant face. Picture b.) is at a higher 

energy, and consistent with greater magnetic field strength, indicates spotting on the outer 

electrode, possibly denoting arc spoking over much smaller total propellant areas. 

Picture c.) is at an even higher energy, and while possible anode spots are still observed, 

it is likely that arc attachment is largely occurring on the outside o f the outer electrode. 

Non-uniform distribution of the current path over the face of the microPPT presents a 

challenge for interpreting surface temperature results. There are generally two heating 

mechanisms at work in a microPPT. Particle convection from the arc to the walls, which 

can be ions, neutrals, or monomers, is expected in the region over which the arc is 

passing. The other heating method is radiation from the arc to the surface.

It is expected that radiative heating will act over larger distances from the spoke 

location than particle convection. However, the relative magnitudes o f radiative and 

convective heating are not well understood. It is tempting to use Wien’s law to describe 

the peak radiation wavelength from an arc at 1 eV, but if  molecular radiation in the UV 

contributes significantly, then such an analysis is incorrect.

There are a number o f physical reasons that may lead to discharge non-uniformity 

including current constriction and cathode and anode spot appearance. Keidar et al. 

calculated some effects o f spoking on ablation rates. Figure 3.17 shows that for a 6.35 

mm microPPT, the ablation rate is strongly dependent on the current increase. However, 

the ablation rate is also not uniform. For a single pulse, Keidar also predicts the ablation 

as a function o f  t he t hruster r adius. Figure 4.43 s hows t his p rediction. Note that the 

variation in depth is about 0.4-pm maximum due to the increased current density near the 

central electrode. Figure 4.6 a.) and b.) show a close up o f the surface after 100 and 1000 

firings and indicate a relatively flat fuel face near the outer electrode with the beginnings 

o f a cone situated around the central electrode. There is no evidence o f radial canals due 

to arc spoking. This indicates that any spoking that occurs likely distributes around the 

fuel face over multiple firings or that the superheated Teflon flows to fill in such voids 

during pulsing. These fairly even ablation profiles show that as the fuel is ablated in the
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microPPT, there is not preferential ablation that contributes in the short term to 

significant changes in the landscape o f the propellant. Over a long timeframe, the 

propellant begins to recess into the tube. This is evidenced in Figure 4.6c showing the 

initial recession after -12,000 firings. The even recession patterns indicate that 

preferential spoking does not occur.

The data shown in Figure 4.45 matches fairly well with Keidar’s predictions of 

propellant cooling profiles both near and far from the arc constriction. This suggests that 

for the number o f shots taken, the arc may be distributing randomly around the propellant 

face from shot-to-shot. Keidar’s predictions form a corridor o f expected cooling curves, 

and the measured corridor formed by the experimental average and uncertainties match 

well. Since there is no other experimental information available on arc constriction, the 

temperature predictions o f the model are the best available resource fo r validating the 

diagnostic. At the very least, the diagnostic is measuring very close to the expected 

temperature range considering ablation as the main source o f cooling.

5.1.3 Diagnostic Limitations

5.1.3.1 Calibration

A major limitation o f the diagnostic is the ability to calibrate only up to about 770 

K. This upper limit is imposed by Teflon deformation and flowing at high temperatures 

in the calibration process. This is a material limitation that may be circumvented by 

some creative engineering. The current calibration process looks sideways through a 

calibration apparatus that has holes on both sides. As the Teflon heats, gravity is 

constantly pulling down. When the viscosity gets too low, the flowing material can drip 

down the outside o f the apparatus. Figure 5.1 shows a schematic o f a calibration test that 

changed the orientation o f the calibration apparatus to horizontal such that the Teflon 

would pool instead of dripping. Unfortunately, the ZnSe window was heated by 

proximity to the special hotplate being used and began to emit in the infrared. This 

invalidated the calibration in that design. However, if  a method can be devised where the 

calibration apparatus can be turned such that the exposed Teflon surface faces upwards, 

any liquid phase that forms may simply pool without dripping. This could allow higher 

temperature calibrations to be achieved.
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In the current calibration setup there are some practical hints that ease the 

operation o f this diagnostic. The Teflon sheet used for calibration must be thick enough 

to drill into the side. Slightly under-sizing the thermocouple hole helps ensure a solid 

contact with the Teflon. Also, the back copper plate is tapped Va ’-IO to hold the Teflon 

against the front plate. The bolts used to hold the apparatus together should only be 

screwed finger tight such that the Teflon has some room to expand as it heats. If the 

apparatus is tightly connected, the Teflon tends to deform earlier in the heating cycle. It 

was noted that the voltage vs. temperature heating and cooling curves must match to 

ensure a valid calibration. Any offset between these is usually explained by a couple of 

problems. If the heating curve shows a higher voltage than the cooling curve, the 

problem is usually traced to either Teflon deformation (TC measures different location 

than the detector), or the thermocouple may have contacted the copper. The copper plate 

cools faster than the Teflon due to radiation. In the case where the heating curve is lower 

voltage than the cooling curve, the thermal environment shielding should be checked. If 

the vacuum chamber heats during the test and the detector can view it, even peripherally, 

then the calibration is compromised.

In these experiments, the curve fit calibration data matches w ith  the calculated 

detector voltage using the estimated Teflon emissivity. The thermographic theory even 

describes the emissive differences between virgin and plasma-exposed Teflon while 

retaining the dominant emissive structures in the Teflon bonds. This is significant 

because w hile there is  an  assumed temperature dependence for Teflon emissivity, it is 

likely that the dominant emissive structures will remain until the polymer is unzipped and 

the dissociated Teflon is liberated from the solid. Therefore, the prediction o f surface 

temperature above the measured calibration limit is probably fairly accurate. This is 

further supported by the good agreement with simulation shown in Figure 4.45. 

Temperatures both near and far from the arc constriction immediately after the pulse are 

within a realistic range and close to those expected from the model. The cooling rates 

show similar trends, and the differences are not unexpected due to the omission of 

radiative and conductive physics. This demonstrates a strong likelihood that the 

calibration method can be accurately relied upon to provide surface temperatures for real

time operation o f this diagnostic.
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J. 1.3.2 Thruster Application

The thermographic diagnostic is useful for measuring surface temperature on the 

face o f a microPPT that is still flat and flush with the exit plane. A significant limitation 

o f the diagnostic is the need for a smooth consistent surface fo r measurement. 1 f th e  

microPPT pulses more than about 1500 times, the conical recession shape that develops 

could render the calibration useless. Because o f this, the thermography diagnostic may 

be m ore a pplicable to e  lassie P PTs, w hich t end t o r  etain a flatter p ropellant face o ver 

more discharges.

The unique high-temperature behavior of Teflon is also enabling for this 

diagnostic. Since Teflon ablates in small amounts and the surface actually gets smoother 

with operation, the infrared emission remains constant as the thruster operates. This is 

unlikely to occur with many other materials. Therefore application o f this diagnostic to 

other rockets will depend on the material characteristics o f the propellant being 

investigated.

Application o f this diagnostic to an operating thruster has allowed some 

calculations o f thruster performance due to the late-time surface temperature 

measurements. An estimate o f the post-pulse mass loss as well as an exhaust velocity 

and two estimates o f the impulse bit due to late-time ablation were carried out in Section 

4.2.3.5. A critical appraisal o f th e  assumptions required to  make these calculations is 

required.

The calculations for the post-pulse performance are based on the assumption that 

the measured surface temperature within the arc-constricted region (claimed by 

comparison with the model prediction shown in Figure 4.46a) can be applied to the entire 

surface area o f the propellant face. This is obviously not the case since a n umber o f  

firings showed much lower surface temperatures as the arc likely moved around the 

propellant face. However, the lower temperatures measured do not indicate that the 

entire propellant case sees lower temperatures on a shot-to-shot basis. The low 

temperatures demonstrate the temperature o f the propellant not directly covered by the 

arc. The high temperature curve is present during every shot at an undetermined location 

on the propellant face. The small size o f the detector element disallows measurements of 

the highest temperature areas o f propellant face over repeated pulse because o f arc
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migration. The assumption that the highest temperature curves apply to the entire area is 

used because there is no evidence indicating the dimensions of the arc from shot-to-shot. 

This assumption then allows determination of an upper limit for post-pulse mass loss and 

impulse bit.

Also, 1 ong-term c oning suggests that the area near the central electrode ablated 

more rapidly than near the outer electrode. Since the temperature measurements were 

made halfway between the two electrodes, an assumption o f temperature averaging in the 

radial direction is probably not unreasonable. However, in the angular direction, i t  is  

more likely that arc spoking causes a fraction o f the total propellant surface area to reach 

the temperatures used for the above calculations. There is no good method to estimate 

the fraction o f surface area covered by the arc. Emission in the visible portion o f the 

spectrum can indicate possible anode spots, but there is no guarantee that visible emission 

correlates with current density. Alternatively, a statistical method can be proposed. 

Measuring surface temperature over a large number o f pulses and calculating the fraction 

o f total shots that follow the predicted temperatures from the constricted area could allow 

an estimate o f how often the area in question sees high ablation rates. This could then be 

divided by 360 degrees to give an estimate o f the angular surface area the arc may cover. 

However, there are two problems with this approach. It is entirely possible that the arc 

locates based on jagged edges at the outer electrode and can remain in a single location 

until the sharp edges o f the electrode are worn away. This would skew a statistical 

analysis. Also, large numbers o f pulses can begin to deform the propellant face causing a 

systematic error that would ruin any statistical description. In light o f these restrictions, 

the assumption that the arc constricted temperature measurement can be used to describe 

the total surface temperature as when a symmetric current sheet is present is used. The 

praetieal result o f this assumption is that the performance numbers caleulated here 

represent an upper limit to the expected contribution from post-pulse Teflon ablation.

5.1.4 Surface Temperature During the Pulse

It is difficult to assess a surface temperature during the pulse o f the microPPT for a 

variety o f reasons. The first reason is limitations in the data taken. There is a significant 

amount o f electrical noise present at the low voltages where these measurements were
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made. Figure 4.20 shows a characterization o f  that noise signal without any emissive 

contribution from the plasma or surface of the thruster. There is both a high-frequency 

component as well as a low frequency part that follows the current oscillation in the 

thruster. Sources o f electromagnetic noise include the reversing thruster current and the 

reversing current o f the nearby sparkplug. While some o f the high-frequency noise can 

be filtered out, the background noise on the timeframe of the current oscillations is too 

slow to  be  filtered effectively. F or the present data sets, this cannot be removed, and 

requires an experimental setup with a much larger signal-to-noise ratio to reduce this 

noise source to a negligible level.

The second issue is the low voltage nature of the post-pulse surface signal. The 

high frequency noise early in the pulse often dwarfed the post-pulse voltage. The 

practical solution to this problem was to adjust the voltage measurement levels on the 

oscilloscopes to compensate for this large difference. The end-result is a loss o f the peak 

and some high frequency noise data during the pulse due to clipping o f the signal by the 

oscilloscope. Figure 5.2 shows the data from Pulse 20 along with the unfiltered data to 

illustrate the level o f clipping involved. This information loss can cause the filtered 

peaks during the pulse to be o f lower magnitude than they normally would be. It is for 

this reason that the in-pulse data has been excluded to this point.

However, were these not a problem, there are remaining issues with arc spoking, 

plasma emission, and solid Teflon emission that still need to be considered. The plasma 

emission was characterized by positioning the focal point o f the viewable cone above the 

surface of the thruster at locations varying from 1-7 mm as discussed in Section 4.2.3.2. 

Figure 4.21 shows the difference between these contributions in an optical configuration 

that maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio. This optical configuration was not available for 

calibrated testing because o f constraints from the heating equipment. Additionally, this 

configuration had a much higher thruster inductance than calibrated testing presented 

above, resulting in a lower likelihood of arc spoking. Some information about the plasma 

properties may be deduced from this data set. Figure 5.3 shows a schematic comparison 

o f the 1 mm and 3 mm measurement locations in the plume along with the viewable cone 

used for surface measurements. (The cone half-angle for each is 3.05”, so the schematics 

are not to scale.) Figure 5.4 shows 6 traces o f each plume measurement from multiple
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pulses. The x-axis has been adjusted to focus on the early pulse emission signals. (These 

data were shown on long timeframes in Figure 4.21.) It is clear that emission from the 

plume contributes to the total emission measured during surface temperature 

measurements. The question o f how much is difficult to assess. There is speculation that 

when the current reversal passes through zero (zero power into the arc) the plasma may 

provide a clear window to surface emission. However, close examination o f the plume 

measurements in Figure 5.4 shows that while the emission minimizes with zero power 

conditions, the actual emission nadir is non-zero and even non-constant from 1 mm to 3 

mm measurements. Figure 5.5 shows the emission minimums with standard deviations 

showing uncertainty. During the first emission minimum, the 3 mm case is 18±2 mV or 

about 1/5 the magnitude o f the first peak. For the 1 mm case, the emission minimum is 

8±3.5 mV (also about 1/5 o f the emission peak). Since these amounts do not fall within 

the uncertainty o f each other, it is clear that the emission is not a constant through the 

plasma volume. This cannot be attributed to spherical expansion or de-focusing because 

the 3 mm case shows stronger emission than the 1mm case.

Arc spoking can affect the measurements o f the plume emission. For a single pulse 

there is no guarantee that a spoke will or will not occur, and without some indicator o f the 

presence and dimensions o f the spoke, it is difficult to make statements about any plasma 

emission t hat w ill b e s een d uring a s eparate t est m easuring s urface temperature. This 

limitation is best illustrated with an example. Figure 5.6 shows a case where a spoke may 

occur a.) outside the viewable measurement cone, and b.) inside the cone. While the arc 

usually attaches to the full surface o f the central electrode, i t  is  apparent that case b .) 

contributes more total emission due to the larger plasma volume measured. If the plasma 

is optically thick, the surface will not be viewable at all. Therefore we assume for the 

purposes o f this discussion that the plasma is optically thin.

Finally, the IR emission from the hot solid Teflon largely emanates at discrete 

wavelengths in the IR. Figure 4.17b shows the estimated Teflon emissivity from these 

experiments where the main emissive contributions are at 8.4 pm and 4.4 pm. Because 

the emissivity is so strongly wavelength dependent, the question o f plasma optical 

thickness becomes critical. If the plasma is optically thick, then photons emitted from the 

surface cannot penetrate the plume to be collected by the detectors during the pulse. If
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the plume is optically thin at those wavelengths the s urface p hotons m ay b e c ollected 

during the pulse.

If we assume here that the plasma is optically thin during the pulse, then it may be 

possible to subtract the plume emission from the surface emission. This would be best 

applied at the plasma emission minimums when the current passes through zero. It is 

worth noting that the viewable cone for the surface measurements traverses only a 

fraction of the volume viewed through the plume. This combined with the fact that the 

minimums in emission measured in Figure 5.4 are already small (1/5 o f the peak voltage) 

suggests that the plasma emission could be neglected i f  t he s urface m easurement s ees 

only a tiny portion o f the emission at 1 and 3 mm above the surface. A volume factor can 

be calculated to consider what percentage of the total surface viewable cone volume sees 

emission measured by the 1 mm or 3 mm cases. The intersection volume o f the 1 mm 

viewable volume with the surface measurement volume is about 2% o f the total surface 

measurement volume. Likewise, the intersection o f the 3 mm viewable volume with the 

surface measurement volume is about 6% of the total surface measurement volume. For 

the purposes o f this approximation, these amounts will be considered negligible. If  all 

these assumptions are carried to their logical end, then the surface temperature should be 

visible through the plasma shortly after the current crosses zero (accounting for delay 

times inherent in the measurement).

A new challenge is determining what level o f filtering to use for data during the 

pulse. Because o f the high amount of noise, different filtering levels result in varying 

minimum values at a given time. Figure 5.7 shows filtering o f Pulse 20 at varying cutoff 

frequencies during the pulse. It i s a pparent t hat t he 3 GO k Hz c utoff frequency m isses 

some o f the emission minimums and cannot be used. The measurements for 450, 500, 

and 700 kHz show roughly the same levels for the first two minimums. Using the logic 

above, picking off data at the minimums (arbitrarily choosing the 500 kHz cutoff 

frequency) might give surface temperature values. Figure 5.8 shows data points from the 

minimums during the pulse plotted along with the prediction for surface temperature near 

the arc-constriction. The minimums match to a certain degree, but it must be 

remembered that there is a large number o f assumptions inherent in stating that these may 

indicate a surface temperature measurement. The uncertainties for the data points during
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the pulse, though not shown, are very large due to the assumptions included. It is 

difficult to give exact uncertainties due to the unknown extent o f noise and plasma 

emission levels, though they could be as high as ±200 K. Additionally, one would expect 

that the surface temperature during the pulse might be at least as high as post-pulse 

temperatures. This is clearly not the case for all the in-pulse data points.

An in-depth exploration o f surface temperature measurements during the pulse 

would require an infrared plume spectrum during the pulse to determine whether the 

plasma is emitting and absorbing at the same lines as the solid Teflon propellant. If the 

plasma does not emit at the same lines, a redesign o f the optics to increase the signal-to- 

noise ratio coupled with a line filter for the 8.4 pm C-F stretching band could provide 

accurate surface temperature measurements during the pulse. An in-depth calculation of 

the optical thicknesses involved is also recommended. Unfortunately, because this effort 

was focused on characterizing the post-pulse cooling curves, the data taken during the 

pulse o f the microPPT is not suitable for this type o f study.

5.2 Implications of Experiment and Theory

The calibration, calibration theory, analysis, and reproducibility o f the surface 

temperature measurements validate the measurements shown here. The agreement o f the 

data with the model helps to validate the K-B model. There are some areas that can be 

modified s lightly f  or i mproved d escription o f details, but the trends predicted are well 

matched by experiment. This section describes some possible reasons for discrepancies 

in details between measurements and predictions, and reasons why theoretical description 

may be lacking in some areas.

5.2.1 Plume Characteristics

5.2.1.1 Flush Propellant Operation

The Keidar-Boyd theory shows excellent agreement with measured plume 

properties for operation with a flush propellant face. Electron and neutral densities 

during the pulse match in time and magnitude. This is a significant improvement over 

the old predictions o f electron and neutral density (Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.4). This level 

o f improvement is enabled by the two-color interferometry measurements in Figure 4.37
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that utilize focusing o f the beams onto the detector face. Keidar’s attempt to match both 

electron and neutral density to unfocused two-color data (Figure 3.12) was forced to 

include a fudge factor (electron temperature gradient) because the uncertainties were so 

large. Using the focusing method, the uncertainties are reduced to a manageable level 

and the  fudge factor becomes irrelevant. This demonstrates that the inclusion o f non

equilibrium physics in the Knudsen layer was a valid step for describing the operation of 

this device. From this perspective, the description o f the plume for a thruster with flush 

fuel face is validated. These results move theoretical development from attempting to 

match large trends to understanding thruster physics at a more detailed level including 

polarity effects and recombination times for the plasma.

5.2.1.2 Recessed Propellant Operation

As the microPPT operates over time, the recession characteristics become 

important from the standpoint o f thruster performance and spacecraft contamination. The 

Keidar-Boyd model considers the effects o f recession on a single-pulse basis by 

predicting the electron density at the thruster exit plane. Neutral density is also predicted, 

but experimental measurements to date have been unable to address the neutral density 

recession problem. The behavior o f neutrals within the tube could be affected by 

development o f a boundary layer along the tube walls. Therefore it is recommended that 

experimental analysis o f neutral densities after the pulse be performed in the future.

Electron density is indicative o f plasma behavior with the added constraint of 

propellant recession. Keidar hypothesized that ions could either reflect from the outer 

tube as the anode, or neutralize through interaction with the tube. Figure 4.42 showed the 

comparison o f the electron density for these hypotheses. Experiment demonstrates that 

ion reflection must occur while the outer electrode acts as the anode. Ions can only 

extinguish while the outer electrode acts as cathode. Since the Debye length is small for 

this plasma (—0.1 pm), this may indicate that inclusion o f  a non-reversing current pulse 

where the outer electrode is the anode could increase total ion flux and therefore increase 

thruster performance as the propellant recedes.

The prediction departs from experimentally observed behavior at the end o f the 

pulse. The simulation suggests electron density does not extinguish with the current
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pulse. In fact, the predicted trace suggests a time-of-flight for electrons associated with 

the distance traveled before exiting the thruster tube. While this seems to make sense, the 

experimental data for electron density shows an end to measurable density when the 

current pulse ends. This suggests that the recombination time for free electrons is being 

under-predicted by the theory. It is also possible that axial spreading is causing the low 

signal after the pulse.

To enable further analysis into recession effects Appendix A is included. This 

shows measurements o f electron density in the plume of a microPPT for 7.8 J at 2.95 pF 

capacitance. Both polarities are measured for the case o f the fuel face flush with the exit 

plane o f the thruster and propellant recession depths o f 0.25 cm, 0.5 cm, 1 cm, and 2 cm.

5.2.2 Surface Temperature and Ablation

This data demonstrates that Keidar’s theory predicts thruster operation fairly well. 

Experimental curves show faster cooling, but begirming temperatures are within the same 

temperature range as the predictions. This model includes ablation as the only cooling 

mechanism. This neglects thermal conduction into and across the propellant face as well 

as radiation from the propellant into space. Figure 4.18 shows that in the LWIR Teflon 

radiation can be characterized as approximating a grey body with emissivity 0.113. 

Slight modification o f the model to account for radiation and thermal conduction w ill 

increase the rate o f cooling and likely bring it much closer to experimentally determined 

values.

Since there is no data concerning propellant temperature during the pulse, no 

claims can be made concerning the validity o f the theoretical predictions o f surface 

temperature at those times. However, Keidar and Boyd’s model assumes that the bulk of 

propellant heating occurs as a result o f particle convection. Radiation is considered in the 

model, but there is no accounting for subsurface heating effects by radiation penetration 

through the Teflon.

Ultraviolet radiation may play an important part in heating and propellant use. 

Ruchti and Niemeyer^^ introduce a threshold wavelength Xp (-300 run) that distinguishes 

between types o f radiation inducing separate photochemical reactions in Teflon. A 

portion o f the arc radiation is transferred such that and can penetrate deeply into the
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material. For white PTFE they cite evidence o f radiation damage several millimeters 

deep in the polymer face indicating the formation o fh ig h  vapor pressure bubbles and 

eruptive discharge o f material. A similar investigation conducted by Seres^^ shows that 

the transmission of radiation by Teflon increases substantially below 450 nm 

wavelengths. Data from Philipp et al. '̂  ̂ show the absorption coefficient to be about 1.2 

mm'^ in this regime. From 300-400 nm, it is approximately 0.1 m m '\ Radiation between 

300-400 nm is penetrating beneath the surface o f the fuel. The possibility that either the 

molecular structure may be changing during arc exposure, o r  that sub-surface ablation 

may play a role in the amount o f mass consumed by these thrusters, is not considered by 

the ablation models currently being used.

This could contribute to mass loss after the pulse through macro-particle ejection. 

Since Teflon is fabricated through a sintering process, there are natural voids and a level 

o f porosity. Sub-surface radiation damage could be the result o f radiation impinging on 

foreign particles or gases within these voids. Accounting for such a process theoretically 

would present a significant challenge. But an experimental analysis o f  macro-particle 

size and substance could yield significant information regarding that portion o f late-time 

mass loss.

Over repetitive pulses, the Keidar-Boyd model predicts coning through 

multiplication o f the single pulse ablation prediction by the total number o f pulses. 

Figure 4.6c shows the initial recession after -12,000 firings from a frontal perspective. 

Figure 2.27 shows a cutaway o f a microPPT fired at 6 J for 6 hours at 1 Hz. The outer 

copper electrode was removed exhibiting the coning profile created by the extended 

pulsing. Figure 4.40 shows measurements o f this profile along with a prediction by 

Keidar’s model.^^ The red and black curves are the experimental measurements from 

both above and below the central electrode. The green is the prediction by Keidar. The 

predicted and measured coning profiles show good agreement considering the 

uncertainties discussed in Section 4.5.1.2. This demonstrates the predictive power of 

Keidar’s model for describing the long-term effects o f thruster operation. Note that the 

actual t hruster s urely c ame t o s ome s teady-state o perating t emperature that could have 

influenced the total amount o f material ablated according to Spanjers theory. The slight 

under-prediction o f the recession depth shown in Figure 4.40 could implicate this
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increase in propellant base temperature (not accounted for by Keidar) as a possible 

explanation.

Unfortunately, the surface temperature measurements do not provide a direct 

validation or refutation o f the Spanjers theory. Achieving a steady state operating 

temperature requires repetitive pulsing over long time periods which ultimately deforms 

the propellant face. Using an external heating coil may present a possible approach to 

this problem, but the Teflon tends to expand out the front end o f the thruster at higher 

temperatures. Experimental validation o f this theory may need to wait until a means of 

obtaining spatially resolved surface temperatures across the microPPT face is developed.
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5.3 Chapter 5 Figures

Viewable Cone

/ ZnSe window

Copper

Teflon

Thermocouple

Figure 5.1: Schematic showing an attempt to keep Teflon from flowing during 
calibration using a horizontal orientation for the calibration apparatus. The ZnSe 
window was inadvertently heated and began emitting in the IR. This invalidated 
the calibration.

■
■

bO «  0

Time (ps)

Figure 5.2: Unfiltered data for Pulse 20 shows data clipping above 25 mV during the 
pulse. This was done intentionally to increase the measurement resolution for post
pulse cooling data. However, this makes peak data values unreliable during the 
pulse when filtering is applied.
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Figure 5.3: Schematic showing the viewable cone locations and orientations within 
the pinme for plume emission measurements and surface temperature 
measurements. The focal point of the viewable cone is located at 1 mm and 3 mm 
away from the propellant face. The surface measurement sees emission from the 
plume during the pulse.

150

i ’ll

-150

Time (]us)
Figure 5.4: Six measurements at the 1 mm plume location and six at the 3 mm 
plume location are shown early in the pulse. The repetitive nature of the plasma 
emission is clear.
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Figure 5.5: The emission minimums from Figure 5.4 are shown with uncertainty 
bars.
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Figure 5.6: Thruster face showing the viewable cone of a plume measurement above 
the surface (red). If the arc spokes a.) outside of the viewable cone, the emission 
measurement will be minimized. If it spokes b.) within the viewable cone, the 
emission measurement will be maximized.
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Figure 5.7: Due to high noise levels, varying the Altering frequency results in a 
number of values for the voltage when the current passes through zero. This makes 
it difAcult to discern whether the surface is actually being measured.
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Figure 5.8: Using the 500 kHz cutoff frequency, the minimums during the pulse are 
plotted along with the prediction from the K-B model. These may be indicative of 
surface temperature during the pulse.
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6. Conclusions

This work has described the construction, calibration, and application o f HgCdTe 

photovoltaic detector diagnostic to determine the surface temperature o f Teflon 

propellant during and after the pulse of a microPPT. This diagnostic is shown capable of 

measuring Teflon surface temperature in real-time after the completion o f the eurrent 

pulse. A theoretieal description was developed to predict the deteetor output. This 

theory was confirmed by predicting experimental calibration data and then used to 

estimate a wavelength-dependent emissivity o f Teflon in the LWIR. The significant 

achievements in the field o f IR thermography inelude the following:

• A new calibration procedure was created for materials with wavelength dependent 

emissivity and high transmissive character. This allows application o f emissive 

temperature measurements to materials that until now have been difficult to 

characterize.

• Using data from i nfrared s pectroscopy a nd i nfrared t hermography, a m ethod o f  

estimating the wavelength-dependent emissivity has been developed.

• The first measurements o f Teflon surface temperature with infrared thermography 

are performed here.

• These experiments are the first applieation o f high-speed thermography to 

discharge physics for analyzing plasma-wall interactions.

Although data during the pulse o f  the microPPT is  not resolved due to plasma 

interference, the cooling curve o f the propellant is characterized immediately after the 

pulse. The post-pulse eooling curve allowed calculation o f post pulse performance for 

the microPPT. Using a pressure gradient calculation for post-pulse impulse bit, a value 

o f 0.8±0.4 pN-s is obtained. Using a centered expansion wave deseription, the post-pulse 

impulse bit for a 4.35 J microPPT is 1.1±0.5 pN-s. The estimated post-pulse mass loss is

1.2±0.6 pg. The assumptions required for these calculations suggest that they define the 

upper boundary o f possible performance. This is due to limited information on are spoke 

dimensions and loeation.

This diagnostie, along with interferometry and other diagnostics, was compared to 

the model proposed by Keidar and Boyd. Significant improvements in the theoretieal
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description o f microPPT physics arc a result of the experiments performed here. These 

include the following:

• Two-color interferometry highlighted a shortfall in the ability o f the Keidar-Boyd 

theory to describe neutral density during the pulse. The theory was modified to 

include non-equilibrium physics, which then showed excellent agreement with 

experiment. This is perhaps the most significant example o f experiment helping 

to shape theory presented in this paper.

•  Measurements o f electron density for propellant recessed thruster operation 

indicated that the ion-reflection hypothesis applies. I ons reflect from the  outer 

tube when acting as the anode. However, a more detailed description o f plasma 

recombination may be required to describe accurately the post-pulse plume 

features.

•  Measurements o f coning profiles from operating thrusters provide a validation of 

Keidar’s description o f repetitive pulsing including recession ablation and eurrent 

densities around the central electrode.

•  Intensified images o f the microPPT face during thruster firings provide evidence 

of anode spotting. Keidar has been able to calculate when spotting should occur 

and has initiated a new phase in his theory addressing arc constriction.

• Predictions o f surface temperature near and far from a current constriction give an 

expected range of temperatures for propellant cooling after the pulse considering 

ablation as the main heat loss mechanism. This prediction shows good agreement 

with the cooling curves measured through infrared thermography, lending 

credence to both the experiment and theory. The differences between experiment 

and p rediction s uggest t he i nclusion of radiation losses and thermal conduction 

would improve the level o f agreement.

A more detailed understanding of thruster physics in the recessed regime is 

suggested as a follow on to this research. The experiments presented in this paper lend 

credence to the K-B Model describing thruster operation. More work is needed to 

accurately describe the physics involved in recession operation. Appendix A provides a 

starting point for this next step of detailed model development. These plots show 

measurements o f electron density in the plume o f a microPPT for 7.8 J at 2.92 pF
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capacitance. Both polarities are measured for the case o f the fuel face flush with the exit 

plane o f the thruster and recessions o f 0.25 cm, 0.5 cm, 1 cm, and 2 cm. This data is 

provided to allow future analysis o f detailed recession operation o f these thrusters.

A number o f avenues for future research with the infrared detector are also 

available. To increase the validity o f surface temperature measurements and extend their 

usefulness, an investigation into the ability o f the IR detectors to distinguish surface 

emission from plasma emission during the pulse is recommended. This is possible 

because the dominant emissive structure for Teflon in the wavelength range o f the 

HgCdTe detectors is the C-F stretching mode at 8.4 pm. This mode reaches black-body 

emissivity which may be detectable independent o f the plasma emissions. To know 

whether this is possible, IR spectroscopic imaging of the plume is required to show 

whether the plasma is emitting at 8.4 pm. If not, then it is possible to use line filters for

8.4 pm (commercially available for CO2 lasers) to isolate the emission from the surface 

where it is strongest. This would allow real-time measurements o f the surface 

temperature during the current pulse. An alternative theoretical approach would be to 

calculate a detailed optical thickness for all the species in the plasma to characterize 

whether emission from the Teflon has a high likelihood o f being absorbed in the plasma. 

For either approach, the chances o f success are good considering that plasma 

temperatures experienced above the propellant surface are high enough to dissociate the 

Teflon polymer and create doubly ionized species.
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Appendix A

This data is included to allow future investigations o f thruster operation with 

recessed propellant. For these tests, a 6.35 mm diameter microPPT is used. All data are 

taken with a capacitance o f 2.92 pF. The thruster is fired with a capacitor voltage o f 3 

kV which gives a discharge energy o f 7.8 J. The propellant recession depth is marked on 

each plot along with the thruster polarity. Data is shown for 0 cm recession (propellant is 

flush with the thruster exit plane), 0.25 cm, 0.5 cm, 1 cm, and 2 cm. Positive polarity 

denotes the central electrode hot and positively charged (anode). Negative polarity 

denotes the central electrode hot and negatively charged (cathode). Data was taken using 

single color interferometry. The wavelength used is 1152 nm.

This first plot shows current pulses for both polarities. The Rogowski coil is left 

in the same physical position throughout testing, so the pulses are inverted for opposite 

polarities. These current traces are typical for all pulses shown here. This demonstrates a 

good level o f comparability for the different plume measurements.
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For each of the following plots, the traee shown is an average o f 30 pulses. The 

uncertainty is defined by the standard deviation o f those 30 individual measurements. 

This set of data is for Positive polarity.
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The following plots are for Negative polarity. Typical uncertainties are shown.
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1 cm Recession Electron Density
Negative Polarity, 7.8 J
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2 cm Recession Electron Density 
Negative Polarity, 7.8 J
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